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ABSTRACT

MOBILITY-BASED PREDICTIVE CALL ADMISSION CONTROL AND RESOURCE RESERVATION FOR NEXT-GENERATION MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS

Sherif Said Rashad

October 18, 2006

Recently, the need for wireless and mobile communications has grown tremendously and it is expected that the number of users to be supported will increase with high rates in the next few years. Not only the number of users, but also the required bandwidth to support each user is supposed to increase especially with the deploying of the multimedia and the real time applications. This makes the researchers in the filed of mobile and wireless communications more interested in finding efficient solutions to solve the limitations of the available natural radio resources.

One of the important things to be considered in the wireless mobile environment is that the user can move from one location to another when there is an ingoing call. Resource reservation (RR) schemes are used to reserve the bandwidth (BW) required for the handoff calls. This will enable the user to continue his /her call while he/she is moving. Also, call admission control (CAC) schemes are used as a provisioning strategy to limit the number of call connections into the network in order
to reduce the network congestion and the call dropping. The problem of CAC and RR is one of the most challenging problems in the wireless mobile networks.

Also, in the fourth generation (4G) of mobile communication networks, many types of different mobile systems such as wireless local area networks (WLANs) and cellular networks will be integrated. The 4G mobile networks will support a broad range of multimedia services with high quality of service. New Call demission control and resource reservation techniques are needed to support the new 4G systems.

Our research aims to solve the problems of Call Admission Control (CAC), and resource reservation (RR) in next-generation cellular networks and in the fourth generation (4G) wireless heterogeneous networks.

In this dissertation, the problem of CAC and RR in wireless mobile networks is addressed in detail for two different architectures of mobile networks: 1) cellular networks, and 2) wireless heterogeneous networks (WHNs) which integrate cellular networks and wireless local area networks (WLANs). We have designed, implemented, and evaluated new mobility-based predictive call admission control and resource reservation techniques for the next-generation cellular networks and for the 4G wireless heterogeneous networks. These techniques are based on generating the mobility models of the mobile users using one-dimensional and multidimensional sequence mining techniques that have been designed for the wireless mobile environment. The main goal of our techniques is to reduce the call dropping probability and the call blocking probability, and to maximize the bandwidth utilization in the mobile networks. By analyzing the previous movements of the mobile users, we generate local and global mobility profiles for the mobile users.
which are utilized effectively in prediction of the future path of the mobile user.

Extensive simulation was used to analyze and study the performance of these techniques and to compare its performance with other techniques. Simulation results show that the proposed techniques have a significantly enhanced performance which is comparable to the benchmark techniques.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The rapid advance in wireless and mobile communications field is providing many new and improved services to their customers. While the first generation of mobile networks supported only analog services, the second generation, which is currently deployed, can provide many digital services such as digital voice and low-rate circuit-switched data services. The third-generation (3G) systems were aimed at providing multimedia mobile services and achieving a maximum bit rate of 2 Mb/s [1]. The migration of 3G networks has already begun in different regions, and researchers are thinking how 3G networks will evolve to fourth-generation (4G) systems [1] where the mobile technologies will be integrated to provide the required services. In these new generations of mobile communications networks (third generation (3G), beyond third generation (B3G), and fourth generation (4G)), it is required that networks support a broad range of multimedia services which includes real time applications with a required level of quality of service (QoS) [2]. The big dream in the communication industry is to have the wireless mobile services any time, any where and for all types of applications [3]. It is expected that in the future we will reach the point where the number of worldwide wireless subscribers will be
higher than the number of wireline subscribers [4]. One of the basic limitations of the wireless mobile networks is the scarcity of the available bandwidth.

In the first section of this chapter, we give a general overview of the Call Admission Control (CAC) and Resource Reservation (RR) problems. The goals and the objectives of this research are given in the second section. The organization of the dissertation is given in the third section.

1.1. Overview of the CAC and RR

There are two basic characteristics of the wireless mobile networks that are important to manage the available radio resources: mobility of the users and the limited communications bandwidth. Mobility provides the possibility to communicate in different locations and while on-the-move [5]. The user is supposed to have the service at any location covered by the serving network. The totally free mobility is the ultimate goal from the user respective. From the service provider perspective, the mobility of the users can cause a significant overhead in the management of available bandwidth if the nature of this mobility has not been considered in the design of the bandwidth reservation schemes. Because of the mobility of the users, it is required in the mobile communication environment to reserve the bandwidth for the served users in the neighbor cells to ensure the continuity of the calls without interruption while the user is moving from one location to another.

Two main reasons affect the available bandwidths: the increasing number of mobile users, and the high bandwidth required by the new multimedia services (video, images, audio, data …etc.). Therefore the required resources (bandwidths) to be reserved are increasing tremendously for the next generation of mobile networks.
The mobile network has to control the admission of new admitted calls (this is known as the call admission control problem), and also it has to manage existing calls to reserve efficiently the required bandwidth (this is known as the resource reservation problem) to provide the service without interruption and for a large number of customers. This makes the problem of call admission control (CAC) and Resource Reservation (RR) one of the most challenging problems in the next generation of mobile networks. In this dissertation, we are introducing a new solution to solve the problem of CAC and RR.

*Call (or connection) admission control* refers to the task of deciding if a new call should be admitted into and supported by the network [6]. CAC is considered as a provisioning strategy to limit the number of call connections into the network in order to reduce the network congestion and the call dropping [7]. The mobility of the users makes the dropping of the call more possible in the mobile networks. Also, the new call may not be accepted if there is not enough bandwidth to support this call. To ensure a given QoS, the service providers have to maintain the ongoing calls when the mobile users move from one cell to another cell and it also has to accept new calls. The handoff occurring form existing calls will always have a priority over the new arriving calls. Because of user's mobility, *resource reservation* (RR) is used to allocate the bandwidth required for the handoff calls. This reservation is performed in the cells that will be visited by the user during his/her movement and will facilitate the completion of the ongoing call without dropping.

The problems of call admission control and resource reservation are the main topic of this dissertation and will be explained in details in this chapter and in the
remaining chapters of this dissertation. We studied this problem for two different structures of mobile networks: 1) cellular mobile networks, and 2) wireless heterogeneous networks.

When there is not enough bandwidth to serve the handoff calls, this call may be dropped. In addition, if there is not enough bandwidth to serve the new arriving call, these calls may be blocked (rejected). Good CAC and RR schemes have to make a balance between the call blocking and call dropping in order to provide the required QoS [8-12]. Bandwidth utilization is also an important parameter used to measure the efficiency of using the reserved bandwidth. Bandwidth utilization expresses the ratio between the amount of bandwidth used by various applications admitted into the network, and either the total requested bandwidth or the total available bandwidth, whichever is smaller [6, 13, 14].

Call blocking probability (CBP), call dropping probability (CDP), and bandwidth utilization (BWU) are the three important metrics for the quality of service (QoS) which will be considered in this dissertation. Keeping the call dropping probability and the call blocking probability as low as possible while maximizing the bandwidth utilization is one of the greatest challenges in mobile networks [15, 16].

1.2. Goals and Objectives of Our Research

The basic goal of our research is to improve the performance of the wireless mobile communication networks. The basic problems in wireless mobile networks that we are trying to solve are call admission control (CAC) and resource reservation (RR) problems. The main objectives of the CAC and RR are:

1. Reducing the call dropping probability (for handoff calls)
2. Reducing the call blocking probability (for new calls)
3. Reducing the network congestion
4. Maximizing the utilization of the bandwidth (which is the main resource in wireless systems) as long as the required QoSs for all calls are guaranteed.

The main objectives of this research are to solve the problems of CAC and RR in two different structures of wireless networks:

1. **Cellular Mobile Networks:**

   In this structure we have only one type of the radio access networks (RAN). The mobile services are only supported by the cellular networks which can provide all types of services including the multimedia applications and data communications.

2. **Wireless Heterogeneous Networks:**

   This structure represents the main structure in the fourth generation (4G) of mobile networks. It integrates different kind of RANs such as the cellular networks and the wireless local area networks (WLANs). This will help to provide better services with high rates and to accommodate more users. But there is a need for CAC and RR techniques that take into account the advantages of this integrated structure and help to enhance the overall performance.

1.3. **Organization of the Dissertation**

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of call admission control and resource reservation schemes that have been
proposed in the literature. Chapter 3 introduces the proposed predictive based CAC and RR technique (PCAC-RR) for cellular networks. The processes of building the local and global mobility profiles are explained in this section as well as the RR and the CAC schemes. Chapter 4 explains the details of the data mining technique, called MobilePrefixSpan, which we have developed to analyze the information collected from the mobile users and extract the mobility patterns. In Chapter 5, a multidimensional sequential patterns (MSP) based CAC and RR technique called MSP-CACRR technique is explained in detail to solve the CAC and RR problems in the next generation of cellular networks. Chapter 6 explains a new predictive CAC and RR technique that can support the 4G wireless heterogeneous networks (WHN). This new technique is based on an efficient multidimensional sequence mining technique MobilePrefixSpan. Chapter 7 describes the simulation environment with its parameters, and all of the experimental results for the simulations that have been conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed CAC and RR techniques. Finally, we give our conclusions and future research directions in Chapter 8.
CHAPTER II

RELATED WORK

According to the nature of the previous solutions that have been introduced in the literature to solve problem of CAC, we suggest to classify the CAC schemes into two main categories depending on the prediction of the user’s movements: a) predictive schemes and b) non-predictive schemes, as shown in Fig. 2.1. It has been proven that predictive techniques that use the mobility information of the users to predict the next cell are more effective than the non predictive techniques.

2.1. Non-Predictive Schemes

Many non-predictive CAC schemes for mobile communications have been developed. In [7], a number of classical schemes for CAC were reintroduced taking into account more general assumptions such as inequality of the average values of channel holding times for new calls and handoff calls. Two types of non-predictive schemes are presented in that paper, these include the guard channel schemes and the queering property schemes. In Guard Channel (GC) scheme, some channels are reserved for handoff calls [7]. There are four different schemes: the cutoff priority scheme (reserve a portion of channel for handoff calls), the fractional guard channel schemes (admit new call with certain probability), the rigid division-based CAC
scheme (divide all channels allocated to a cell into two groups: one for the common use for all calls and the other for handoff calls only), and new call bounding scheme (limit the number of new calls admitted to the network). In Queuing Priority (QP) schemes, calls are accepted whenever there are free channels [7]. When all channels are busy, new calls are blocked while handoff calls are queued, or all arriving calls are queued with certain rearrangements in the queue [7].

The non-predictive algorithms don’t consider the mobility information about the users. Therefore, these kinds of approaches are not suitable for mobile environment because the mobility of the user in wireless networks is one of the most important features. Prediction of movements has been used to enhance the performance of the resource reservation, location management and handover management in mobile networks [17-25].

![Classification of CAC schemes](image)

**Fig. 2.1** Classification of CAC schemes
2.2. Predictive Schemes

Recently, several articles [7, 21-24, 26-34] describe mobility-based predictive schemes for CAC and RR to enhance the performance of mobile networks in terms of QoS metrics. These predictive techniques can be classified into two main subcategories (as shown in Figure 2). The first subcategory includes the schemes that use the current mobility factors (velocity, direction, angle, or distance) to estimate the next cell. The movement history of the user is not used in these schemes. The second subcategory includes these schemes that are based on the movements’ history of the user over a suitable period of time to predict the next base station. The technique we are introducing in this dissertation (PCAC-RR) falls in the second subcategory of predictive CAC schemes.

2.2.1. Prediction Using Current Mobility Factors

The suggested approach in [26] uses three mobility parameters (velocity, distance, direction) for resource reservation. Also, an on-demand bandwidth-borrowing scheme is introduced to guarantee the QoS requirements. This approach is mainly developed to solve the problem occurs when the mobile user changes his/her direction and speed suddenly especially at the border of the cells [26]. In these situations, the bandwidth will be reserved in a wrong cell. The authors solve this problem by borrowing bandwidth from rate adaptive calls in the new cell entered by the mobile terminal (MT). In [26], two main observations were introduced. First, the base station (BS) in the direction of a mobile terminal’s mobility will have a higher probability with respect to receiving a handoff from this MT. This probability decreases as the angle of the BS from the direction of the MT increases. When the
angle is 90° or higher, the probability is almost zero [26]. The second observation is that the smaller the estimated time for a MT to move into a particular cell, the higher the probability for that MT to be handed-off at that cell. The estimated time is calculated as the ratio of the distance of a MT from the BS and the velocity of the MT in that particular direction. This means for a stationary MT the bandwidth will only be allocated in the current cell, with no reservation made in neighboring cells. For a moving MT, the probability decreases as the distance between the MT and the BS increases. The probability of an MT visiting a particular cell was calculated based on velocity, distance, and direction. The bandwidth reservation is based on this probability with some thresholds used to determine the portion of the actual bandwidth that will be reserved. If the calculated probability is above the first threshold (high probability), then this probability is considered to be 1 and the bandwidth is reserved according to this probability. On the other hand, if the calculated probability is lower than the second threshold (low probability), then probability is considered to be 0 and the bandwidth is reserved according to this probability. Otherwise, portion of the bandwidth is reserved according to the calculated probability. This approach doesn’t consider any previously known history of the users, which may enhance the performance of the network. Also, they didn’t explain how to calculate the velocity, distance and direction of the mobile terminals effectively.

The idea of taking the mobility into account for CAC schemes was explained in details in [29]. It had been indicated that it is important to make the reservation at the correct time to save the reserved bandwidth. The suggested mobility-based
channel reservation scheme is based on exchange the information about the reserved channels between neighboring cells periodically. Also, in [29] a new call bounding scheme to prevent the cell congestion by controlling the number of admitted new calls was suggested. Four handoff prioritized CAC strategies based on the introduced reservation and bounding schemes had been introduced. The authors in [29] did not consider the different requirements for bandwidth (voice, data, multimedia...). Also, the mobility history of the users had not been taken into account.

One of the recent predictive techniques was introduced in [33] where a distributed predictive channel-reservation scheme, called the road-map-based channel-reservation scheme (RMCR), and a call admission control algorithm were proposed. They also assume that the base stations have road-map information and the mobile terminals have a global positioning system (GPS). Based on the location information of the MTs at two consecutive periods, the BSs estimate the speed and moving direction of the MSs. Also, the BSs estimate the probability that the MSs will enter the neighboring cells based on their velocity and the road-map information stored in the BSs. The BSs then compute the amount of bandwidth to be reserved, based on such estimation. This technique is based on the accurate location information of the MS using the GPS which can be suitable in future mobile networks. This approach can be enhanced if the previous behavior history of the mobile user is included to estimate the required bandwidth in future movements. Also, in that approach, the authors did not consider soft handoff in code-division-multiple-access (CDMA) systems, in which an MS can communicate with two or more BSs in the region near the boundary simultaneously.
2.2.2. Prediction Using Previous Movements’ History

In [34], a predictive and adaptive resource reservation technique was proposed. In this technique, the base station (BS) calculates the required bandwidth to be reserved for handoff calls from neighboring cells. The mobility of the mobile user is estimated using a history of user movements recorded in each cell. Using this information, the scheme predicts the handoff time and the amount of bandwidth that should be reserved. The BS adjusts the amount of reserved bandwidth by changing the size of the estimation window, depending on the handoff failures recorded. The basic disadvantage of this approach is that they consider only the one dimensional case of the cells (like a car on a straight line) while the two dimensional case is a more realistic (as shown in Fig. 2.2). Also, they didn’t consider different types of users’ patterns (like pedestrians and stationary mobile terminals).

![Diagram of One and Two dimensional cellular environments](image)

Fig. 2.2 Two different cellular environments

In [27, 35, 36], a mobility-based predictive algorithm for CAC was presented. This algorithm is motivated by computational learning theory, which has shown that prediction is synonymous with data compression [27]. The proposed mobility
The prediction scheme is based on the character-based version of Ziv-Lempel algorithm. The sequence of events (new call, handoff or end of call) during the lifetime of a call corresponds to a substring in the Ziv-Lempel algorithm. The mobility database of every mobile terminal at a specific time holds a mobility trie, which is a probability model corresponding to that of the Ziv-Lempel algorithm. Each node except for the root in the mobility trie preserves the relevant statistics that can be used to predict the probability of following events [27]. As in data compression, the mobility trie of the mobile terminal is built in an on-line fashion. When a mobile user requests a new call, the predictor sets the current node to the root of the trie according to the identity of the mobile terminal, the cell it is in, and the current time, and calculates the probabilities of all possible events of this mobile terminal [27]. Upon recording an actual event of the mobile terminal, the predictor walks down the trie and is ready for the next prediction. When an event is not in the mobility trie, a prediction fault is generated and the trie is updated accordingly [27].

The main advantage in that approach is the prediction of the next cell and the time at which the handoff will occur. Also, the prediction is done for each individual user, which makes it more accurate. On the other hand, there are some limitations in that approach. It is assumed that there is no soft handoff, which makes this approach not suitable for future mobile telecommunication. Also, the delay sensitive applications are not considered, which is not suitable for real time multimedia applications in mobile networks. Besides, the approach requires from every base station to reserve the information about all users, which is not suitable for real mobile networks.
The proposed technique in [28] is more suitable for multimedia and real time applications. The technique is called PR-CAT4. The call admission control and the resource reservation algorithms for PR-CAT4 are shown on Appendix E. PC-CAT4 technique is based on the mobility graph to predict the next cell (as shown in Fig. 2.3). It is also based on the 2-tire cell structure (as shown in Fig. 2.4) to determine the amount of the bandwidth to be reserved. Each node in the graph represents a visited cell. Edges represent the directions of the mobile user. In the proposed algorithm, the prediction of the next base station (cell $M$) is based on the current base station (cell $K$), the previous base station (cell $I$) and the number of times the client has moved from the current cell to the next cell. Then, the probability of the mobile user to move from cell $I$ to cell $M$ through cell $K$ is calculated.

![Diagram of mobility graph](image)

Fig. 2.3 An example of the mobility graph proposed in [28]
One of the disadvantages in this approach is that only short paths (previous, current, and next base stations) are considered, which limits the prediction to the next base station only. Also, the schemes presented in [28] did not consider any information related to the time at which these movements were performed or for how long the user stayed at each base station.

One of the most recent approaches for CAC and RR was introduced in [31, 32] which use a road topology based (RTB) mobility prediction. As in [32], the RTB approach assumes that the base stations have road-map information and the mobile terminals have a positioning system. The difference here is that they use the previous history of handoffs for the mobile users passed through a base station to estimate the time of handoff for the current user in that base station. They introduce a novel predictive reservation scheme that utilizes knowledge of road topology, in addition to
positioning information. They develop an adaptive bandwidth reservation scheme that dynamically adjusts the reservation at each base station according to both incoming and outgoing handoff predictions generated using the mobility prediction technique. One of the main advantages of the RTB approach is that it considers also the irregular shapes of the cells which make it more realistic. Also, the authors consider both estimated incoming and outgoing handoff calls to estimate the available bandwidth for reservation which maximize the efficiency of this approach. This approach can be enhanced if they consider also the different periods of time during the day in the prediction technique.

2.3. Limitations of Existing CAC and RR Techniques

From all of the previous techniques, we can conclude that we still need a robust CAC and RR technique that can utilize efficiently the limited available radio resources and at the same time reduces the CDP and the CBP as much as possible. The limitations of most of the previously proposed techniques can be summarized into three main points. First, the accuracy of the prediction needs to be improved in a suitable way to reflect the real behavior of the mobile user. For example, the behavior of the user in the morning may be totally different comparing with his/her behavior in evening. Second, the time of service requests is an important factor to avoid the reservation overhead in the limited bandwidth. For example, the user may stay at the same cell for long time and we still reserve unnecessary bandwidth in the neighbor cells. Third, all of the predictive techniques in the existing literature (to the authors’ knowledge) use the prediction at either the level of an individual user (local mobility model) or the level of a group of users (global mobility model). None of these
techniques consider the combination between these two levels in a hierarchical structure to enhance the prediction accuracy.

Also, all the existing CAC and RR schemes proposed by researchers in this area deal with one type of mobile networks (such as cellular networks) and none of these schemes was designed for the wireless heterogeneous networks (WHN) which integrates more than one type of mobile networks.

To overcome these limitations we have designed, implemented, and evaluated new mobility-based predictive call admission control and resource reservation techniques for two different architectures of mobile networks: 1) cellular networks, and 2) wireless heterogeneous networks (WHNs) which integrate cellular networks and wireless local area networks (WLANs). The new techniques have more prediction capabilities, and with the idea of using the combination of local and global mobility models in a hierarchical structure. These details of these techniques are explained in the next chapters.
CHAPTER III

PREDICTIVE CAC AND RR FOR NEXT-GENERATION CELLULAR NETWORKS: PCAC-RR

This chapter addresses the problem of resource reservation and call admission control in wireless cellular networks. A new user mobility oriented predictive scheme called PCAC-RR is proposed for call admission control and resource reservation. The main goal is to reduce the call dropping probability and the call blocking probability, and to maximize the bandwidth utilization. By analyzing the previous movements of the mobile users, we generate local and global mobility profiles for mobile users, which are utilized effectively in the prediction of the future path of a mobile user.

3.1. PCAC-RR Methodology

The predictive based call admission control and resource reservation technique (PCAC-PR) methodology is mainly based on the generation of two types of users' mobility profiles (models). The key here is how we can effectively record and analyze the previous behavior of the mobile users to generate the mobility profiles. These profiles should contain the frequent paths and its associated probability. Frequent paths will be used to predict the next movements of the mobile users. The generated profiles for each user will contain useful information related to the behavior of this user. This information includes the visited paths, the day period at which each
path was visited, estimated time length of the path, and the probability of visiting that path. Data mining techniques are used to extract this information. Also, the proposed methodology provides a suitable QoS guarantee for mobile communications.

The first type of the mobility profiles is called the *local mobility profile*. This profile is generated locally for each user by his mobile host \((MH)\). The MH will have the responsibility to collect the movement data of a user that uses this MH. This data is used to build the mobility profile of users and will be continually updated based on users movements. The second type of the mobility profiles is called the *global mobility profile*. This profile is generated by each *Base Station (BS)*. The BS will have the responsibility to collect the movements’ data of the users passing through the cell that contains this base station. This global profile will be used if the local profile gives low prediction accuracy. To update the local and global profiles, we currently use direct updating where we update the profiles according to the new collected data after a period of time.

Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the system architecture. Every time the user enters a new BS, the MH will start to predict the next base stations according to the current local profile of this user. Once a conversation has started, this information about the next cells will be sent to the current BS (with additional information about the expected handoff time) before the handoff process. The current BS will use its own global profile if the MH couldn’t predict the next cell (for the case of new visited base stations or rarely visited base stations). This methodology takes the benefits of
both local and global profiles, where the combination enhances the accuracy of the prediction.

Fig. 3.1 The system architecture supported by the PCAC-RR technique

The PCAC-RR methodology assumes that we have suitable memory space and computational resources in the mobile handset, which are now available using VLSI technology. We assume that there will be intelligent software in the mobile
handset responsible for collecting and mining the data locally. This software could be implemented using the Java language, which is supported in the new generations of the mobile handsets. The used data mining techniques will be built effectively to save the power consumed during the computation process. Also, the service providers could easily update this software itself remotely to enhance the service.

3.2. Architecture of Cellular Networks Supported by PCAC-RR

The general architecture of the cellular mobile networks is shown in Fig. 3.2. Each cell has a Base Station (BS) that can communicate with the Mobile Host (MH) inside this cell. Mobile Switching Center (MSC) controls a number of base stations connected to it. The mobile user is supposed to move between these cells. If the mobile user is moving from cell A to cell B and there is an ongoing call, then this call has to be handed over to the other cell in an efficient way to prevent the interruption in the service. This process of switching a call is called handoff. If there is no available bandwidth to reserve this call in the next cell, this call may not complete and in this case we will have a dropped call. Also, if there is a new incoming call and there is no available bandwidth to serve this call in the current cell, this call may be rejected and in this case we will have a blocked call. From the nature respective, it is mandatory to continue ongoing calls and block the new calls if received. Dropping the ongoing calls is more undesired action than blocking the new calls. Hence, handoff calls generally have a priority over the new calls [7].
The basic idea of our research is to develop mobility based predictive call admission control and resource reservation technique (PCAC-PR) to enhance the performance of wireless mobile networks [37]. In PCAC-RR technique, we use data mining approach to analyze the previous behavior of the cellular mobile users and to generate the mobility profiles (models) [38]. These models are used to predict the future paths of the mobile users. The mining process is distributed through the mobile hosts as well as the base stations to generate both local (personal) and global (general) mobility profiles [37, 39].

There are three main characteristics of the proposed PCAC-RR technique which make it superior over the other techniques:

1. The time of service request is considered as an important factor in prediction technique.
2. This technique uses a hierarchical structure of local and global mobility profiles which improves the prediction accuracy.

3. This technique predicts the future path of the user (not only the next cell).

### 3.3. Inductive Learning through Mobile Data Mining

PCAC-RR technique is an inductive learning based technique, where a generalization is obtained from a set of samples and it is formalized using models [40]. Inductive learning through mobile data mining is used in this technique as the mobility data of the mobile users is collected and analyzed to generate the mobility profiles that can be used to predict the next movements of the mobile users. Two types of profiles are generated: local mobility profiles for the individual users and global mobility profiles for the group of users at given BS. The local mobility profile is generated locally for each user by his MH. The MH will have the responsibility to collect the movement data of a user that uses this MH. The data is used to build the mobility profile of users and the profile will continually be updated based on new users movements. The global mobility profile is generated by each BS. The BS has the responsibility to collect and mine the movements’ data of the users passed through it. These two types of profiles and their coordination are the three basic components of a distributed model that will be used by the CAC and RR schemes to predict the future paths of the mobile users.
3.3.1. Generation of Local Mobility Profiles

The user movements between the cells in the mobile networks can be translated into a set of paths where each of these paths contains a sequence of cells IDs. For example the path that contains \( m \) cells IDs can be written as:

\[
Path_i = \{ BS_1, BS_2, ..., BS_m \}
\]

where \( BS_j \) is the ID of a base station in that path.

The profiles will contain a set of sequences in the form of paths that are most likely to be visited (frequent paths). These frequent paths are generated by mining these sets of sequences [41]. The sequence mining task can be defined in general as a task that aims to discover a set of attributes, shared across time among a large number of objects in a given database [42, 43]. The Local Profile (LP) that contains \( n \) paths can be defined as:

\[
LP = \{ Path_1, Path_2, ..., Path_n \}
\]

Local mobility profiles are generated separately for each mobile user. These local mobility profiles are built based on the data collected by each mobile handset. The software in the MH collects the user’s movement data. The MH mines the collected data to generate the local profiles. Data collection and data mining are basic phases in forming local and global mobility profiles. In this part we will focus on the explanation of the local mobility profiles.

3.3.2.1 Data Collection for Local Profiles

Data collection is performed by the MH during the navigation of the mobile user. Each time the mobile user enters a new cell, the data collection software records the ID of this new cell and the times at which the visit was started and ended. An
example of the structure for data collected by one of the mobile hosts is shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Example of the collected data in the MH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID of Visited BS</th>
<th>Visit Start Time</th>
<th>Visit End Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BS₁</td>
<td>TS₁</td>
<td>TE₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS₂</td>
<td>TS₂</td>
<td>TE₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSₙ</td>
<td>TSₙ</td>
<td>TEₙ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2.2 Discovering of Local Paths

The discovering of the local paths is performed by the MH by using frequent sequence mining techniques where paths are formalized as sequences of symbols (ID's for base stations). The main idea is to mine the collected data to generate the local profile for each user. We introduce a hypothesis that user behaviors (and therefore user profiles) are not the same for different periods of the day. Therefore we propose dividing the day into several intervals. These intervals will be determined generally for the users according to the known rush hours, general work hours, etc. For example, we can divide the day into the following six intervals: T₁ (morning rush hours: [6:00 - 9:00]), T₂ (morning-noon: [9:00 - 12:00]), T₃ (after noon: [12:00 - 5:00]), T₄ (evening rush hour: [5:00 - 6:00]), T₅ (evening: [6:00 - 12:00]), and T₆ (after midnight: [12:00 - 6:00]). The local profile contains the possible paths with associated probabilities for each time interval. This means that a path may have different probabilities for different intervals in a day. Each path in the local profile is described by a sequence of base stations. Therefore it is necessary to transform the collected data in the MH into a sequence of symbols, where each symbol represents a
base station. Every path can be transformed into a sequence of base stations ID for each recorded visit.

Figure 3.3 shows an example of using the time slots of 2 minutes (Δt=2 minutes) in the local profiles. In this example, the mobile host started to visit base station BS₂ at time 1:02 pm and the visit ended at time 1:08 pm. Using Δt=2 minutes, we can say that this mobile user visited BS₂ for three consecutive time slots. The generated path based on this time slot is as shown in Figure 3.3. This type of path representation contains implicit information about speed of transition between the cells. The information will be very useful in predicting when the handoff will happen. Proposed model of paths, which include time component, will enhance the overall performance by preventing unnecessary early bandwidth reservation. This is an important advantage of the PCAC-RR approach, where we can predict not only the next base stations, but also the time at which the handoff will happen. In addition our approach can also predict, based on past history, how long a mobile user will stay in the next cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visited BS ID</th>
<th>Visit Start Time</th>
<th>Visit End Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BS₁</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>1:02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS₂</td>
<td>1:02</td>
<td>1:08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS₃</td>
<td>1:08</td>
<td>1:12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Collected Data Using Δt =2 min

Fig. 3.3 Path generation process for local paths
To determine when we terminate the current path, and start to allocate the
visited cells in a new path, we consider the following three conditions:

1. We reach the edge of the current time interval.
2. The path length reaches a predefined maximum path length ($L_{\text{max}}$)
3. The current cell was visited for a consecutive predefined number of
times ($N_{\text{max}}$; where $N_{\text{max}} < L_{\text{max}}$)

If one of these conditions is satisfied (whichever is satisfied first), then the
current path is terminated (end of the path) and we start to register the visited cells in
a new path. The first condition ensures that we are still within the correct time
interval. The second condition limits the path length to a predefined threshold. This
will prevent the very long paths. The type of paths terminated under this condition
express the movements with high speeds (for example movements on highways). The
third condition is used to detect when the movements start to be within the same cell
or when the speed has been decreased. In our implementation, we used $L_{\text{max}}=5$ and
$N_{\text{max}}=3$. This means that the path length may be 3, 4 or 5.

For each of the generated paths we calculate two types of probabilities. The
first one is the overall probability for each path (during the whole day). This
probability can be calculated from equation (1.1):

$$P(\text{path } x, m) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N_x} \sum_{i=1}^{N_{|m|}} \text{Num}_i(\text{path } x, T_j, m_i)}{\sum_{j=1}^{N_x} \sum_{i=1}^{N_{|m|}} \text{Num}_i(\text{path } x, T_j, m_i)}$$

where
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\( P(\text{path}_n, m_i) \) : is the probability of the \textit{mobile} \( m_i \) to go through the path \( \text{path}_n \).

\( \text{Num}(\text{path}_n, T_j, m_i) \): is the number of times for mobile \( m_i \) to go through \( \text{path}_n \) during the time interval \( T_j \).

\( N_T \): is the number of time intervals

\( N_p(m_i) \): is number of stored paths for the mobile \( m_i \).

The other type of probability is the probability of the path in a certain time interval. It could be expressed in terms of the probability of the path \( \text{path}_n \) for the given interval \( T_j \) which is written as \( P(\text{path}_n, m_i | T_j) \). This probability can be calculated from the equation:

\[
P(\text{path}_n, m_i | T_j) = \frac{\text{Num}(\text{path}_n, T_j, m_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N_N} \text{Num}(\text{path}_i, T_j, m_i)}
\]  
(1.2)

The generated paths and their probabilities for a single user will be saved in the form shown in Table 3.2.

| Time Interval \((T_i)\) | Visited Paths \((\text{path}_k)\) | Periodical Probability \(P(\text{path}_k | T_j)\) | Overall Probability \(P(\text{path}_k)\) |
|------------------------|----------------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| \( T_1 \)             | Path_1 = \{ BS_1, BS_2, ..., BS_m \} | P(path_1 | T_1) | P(path_1) |
| | Path_2 | P(path_2 | T_1) | P(path_2) |
| | ... | ... | ... |
| | Path_n | P(path_n | T_1) | P(path_n) |
| \( T_N \)             | Path_1 | ... | ... |
| | Path_2 | ... | ... |
| | ... | ... | ... |
| | Path_m | ... | ... |

Table 3.2 Example of the discovered local paths for a single user
3.3.2.3 Building Local Mobility Profiles

The discovered paths are tested according to the periodical and the overall probabilities to determine the set of paths to be considered as frequent paths during the given time interval and to assign a probability called *associated probability* to each frequent path. This probability determines the amount of the required bandwidth to be reserved in every cell belonging to that path. The detailed algorithm of finding the frequent paths is shown in Appendix A. The following steps describe how to find the frequent paths:

1. For each time interval, we start to test probability of each path in the given time interval $P(path_{n} / T_{i})$ with respect to a certain predetermined threshold $LTH_1$ (say 0.8).

2. If $P(path_{n} / T_{i}) > LTH_1$, then this path is considered frequent and associated probability of this path is equal to one ($P_{assoc}(path_n) = 1$).

3. If the path probability is not high enough ($P(path_{n} / T_{i}) < LTH_1$), then the overall probability $P(path_{n})$ is tested instead of $P(path_{n} / T_{i})$.

4. If $P(path_{n}) > LTH_2$ (another certain predetermined threshold, say 0.6), then this path is considered frequent, and its associated probability will be $P_{assoc}(path_n) = P(path_n)$.

5. Otherwise, the associated probability will be $P_{assoc}(path_n) = P(path_{n} / T_{i})$ and the path is not frequent.
At the end of this process, the paths are stored in a table called \( LP(T_i) \) (Local Profile at time interval \( T_i \)) which will contain the predicted local paths as well as the corresponding associated probabilities.

The LP table corresponding to each time interval is stored locally in the mobile handset. These paths with their associated probabilities will be used for the proposed resource reservation and CAC algorithms. An example of the generated local profile for a user is shown in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Example of the local profiles for a single user covering different time intervals \( T_i \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Interval ( T_i )</th>
<th>Visited Paths ( (path_n) )</th>
<th>The Associated Probability ( P_{assoc}(path_n) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( LP(T_1) )</td>
<td>Path_1 = { BS_1, BS_2, ..., BS_m }</td>
<td>( P_{assoc}(Path_1) = 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Path_2</td>
<td>( P_{assoc}(Path_2) = 0.7 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( ... )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Path_k</td>
<td>( ... )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( ... )</td>
<td></td>
<td>( ... )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( LP(T_N) )</td>
<td>Path_{1(N)}</td>
<td>( ... )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Path_{2(N)}</td>
<td>( ... )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( ... )</td>
<td>( ... )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Path_{m(N)}</td>
<td>( ... )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2. Global Mobility Profiles

Global mobility profiles are generated and maintained by the base stations. The global profiles contain sequences of paths that are most likely to be visited by the users passed through the base station. Each of these paths contains a set of cells IDs.

The global profile \( (GP) \) is defined as:

\[
GP = \{ Path_1, Path_2, Path_3 \}
\]

and

\[
Path_i = \{ BS_1, BS_2, BS_3 \}
\]
where $BS_1$: is the ID of the previous base station

$BS_2$: is the ID of the current base station where this profile was generated and used

$BS_3$: is the ID of the next base station that is expected to be visited after $BS_2$

Each BS is responsible for collecting the mobility information of the subscribers passed through this base station. This information in addition to the known information about topology of the served area is used to generate the most frequent paths that can be used to predict the next movements of the user. Data collection and data mining are basic phases in forming model of global profiles.

### 3.3.2.1 Global Data Collection

Data are collected by each BS from the mobile hosts connected to this BS. The current BS at which the user is currently located will record the previous and the next base stations for this user as well as the times at which the visit was started and ended at the current BS. This base station will record this type of information for each user passed through it. The BS will be responsible to mine all of these paths to build the global profile for the given cell.

### 3.3.2.2 Discovering of Global Paths

As for the local profile, we have two types of probabilities for each generated path in the current cell. The overall probability of the global path is given by:

$$P(path_n) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N_n} \sum_{j=1}^{N_n} N_\text{um}(path_n, T_j, m_k)}{\sum_{k=1}^{N_n} \sum_{j=1}^{N_n} \sum_{i=1}^{N_n} N_\text{um}(path_i, T_j, m_k)}$$  

(1.3)
where $N_m$ is the number of mobile users, and the path here is the global path.

The other probability is the path probability for the given time interval $T_j$ which is given by:

$$P(path_{ij}|T_j) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N} Num(path_{ij}, T_j, m_k)}{\sum_{k=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} Num(path_{ij}, T_j, m_k)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.4)$$

The process of building the global mobility profiles will be similar to the process described for local models in Section 3.3.3, but this time is specified from the point of view of the base stations. Also, BS will have a table called $GP(T_j)$ (Global Profiles at time interval $T_i$) that will contain all frequent global paths as well as the corresponding associated probabilities. The algorithm of finding the frequent paths in the global profile is shown in Appendix A.

### 3.4. Predictive Resource Reservation Scheme (RR)

We assume that we have two types of calls: Class-I and Class-II. The calls form Class-I are the real time calls (such as video and audio). This means that these calls are sensitive to time variations. The calls from Class-II are the non-real time calls (such as text and Image). This means the time factor is not so significant for the calls from Class-II. This classification of calls is an important parameter in the final implementation of the predictive resource reservation scheme.

The RR scheme uses the frequent paths computed earlier with their associated probabilities to reserve the suitable bandwidth, which will be used during the call handoff. Each cell will have a portion of the bandwidth reserved for handoff calls. In order to make a reservation for the bandwidth, the cells have to monitor the available
bandwidth at any time, which will be used for reservation. For each cell \( C_i \) the available bandwidth at any \( T_j \) is denoted as \( B_a(C_i, T_j) \). The available bandwidth could be calculated if we know the following:

- \( B_d(C_i, T_j) \): the total bandwidth of cell \( C_i \) at time \( T_j \)
- \( B_u(C_i, T_j) \): the estimated bandwidth used by users in cell \( C_i \) at time \( T_j \)
- \( B_r(C_i, T_j) \): the bandwidth reserved by cell \( C_i \) for handoff calls at time \( T_j \)

The available bandwidth in cell \( C_i \) at any time is calculated from equation (1.5):

\[
B_d(C_i, T_j) = B_d(C_i, T_j) - B_u(C_i, T_j) - B_r(C_i, T_j)
\]  

(1.5)

The service providers determine the total bandwidth assigned for each cell during the design phase. The bandwidth used by the users in cell \( C_i \) at the expected handoff time \( T_h \) can be estimated easily from the bandwidth used at the current time. If there is a call, the required amount of bandwidth to be reserved in the other cells have to be calculated to handle the handoff operation. The expected time at which the handoff will happen has to be taken into account too. Suppose that there is a call in cell \( C_i \) at time \( T_j \), the proposed The algorithm of the RR scheme is as shown in Appendix B.

The resource reservation scheme will be executed as follows:

1. Start to predict the future paths by looking at \( \text{LP}(T_j) \) (the local profile).
2. If there is at least a predicted frequent path in the local profile, then the bandwidth reservation is performed based on this local profile.
   i. For each cell \( C_k \) in the local paths, we start to estimate the handoff time \( (T_h) \) using the known time slot \( \Delta t \).
   ii. Once we find \( T_h \), we start to check the available bandwidth at \( T_h \). The available bandwidth could be calculated from equation (1.5).
iii. The required amount of bandwidth $B_{req}$ to be reserved is determined as a portion from the actual required bandwidth $B_{actual}$ according to the associated probability of the path using the following equation:

$$B_{req} = B_{actual} \times P_a(path_a) \quad (1.6)$$

iv. If there is enough bandwidth available at time $T_h$, then the amount of bandwidth to be reserved will be $B_{req}$ and the available and the reserved bandwidths are updated.

v. If there is no sufficient bandwidth available and the call is from Class-I, then this call can borrow some amount ($B_{borrow}$) from the Class-II calls in that cells.

vi. Otherwise the amount of bandwidth to be reserved will be the available bandwidth plus $B_{borrow}$.

3. If no local frequent paths could be predicted using $LP(T_j)$, then we have to access the global profile, $GP(T_j)$, and use the global paths in a way similar to the one described in the local profiles (step 2) to reserve the required bandwidth.

3.5. Predictive Call Admission Control Scheme (PCAC)

The admitted call may be a new call or a handoff call. Each of these categories of calls will be handled in a different way taking into account that the handoff calls will have a priority over the new calls. The algorithm of the PCAC scheme is shown in Appendix B. For new calls from Class-I, PCAC scheme will check the available BW in the current cell $C_i$ (at which the admission is performed) as well as the available BWs in the next expected cells in the predicted frequent paths with high associated probabilities ($P_{assoc}(path_a)$). If each of these cells has available bandwidth ($BW$) to cover this new call at the next time step, then the call is accepted and the required BW
is allocated. Otherwise the call is blocked. For the new calls from Class-II, PCAC scheme checks only the available BW at the current cell. If there is an available BW, then the call is accepted and a BW is allocated ($B_{\text{accepted}}$).

Handoff calls can allocate BW from the reserved BW and from the available BW. Suppose that the admission for a handoff call is performed at the cell $C_i$ and at the time interval $T_j$. The calls from Class-I will be accepted if the required $BW \leq [Br(C_i, T_j) + Bd(C_i, T_j)]$. Otherwise the call is dropped. For handoff calls from Class-II, the call will be accepted if there is BW available in the reserved or the available BWs.

PCAC approach maximizes the probability of completing the call without dropping it during the user navigation through the cells.
CHAPTER IV

MULTIDIMENSIONAL SEQUENTIAL MINING FOR MOBILE NETWORKS: MOBILEPREFIXSPAN

In this chapter we explain the details of the data mining technique, called MobilePrefixSpan, which we have developed to analyze the information collected from the mobile users and extract the mobility patterns. MobilePrefixSpan technique is a modified version of sequence mining technique PrefixSpan [44, 45] and its modified version for multidimensional sequences UNISEQ [46]. The spatial, temporal, and usage information are used in MobilePrefixSpan to extract the movement patterns of mobile users. The goal of MobilePrefixSpan technique is to extract the movement patterns of the mobile users using the collected information.

4.1. Input and Outputs in MobilePrefixSpan:

Fig. 4.1 shows a block diagram that describes the inputs and outputs for the MobilePrefixSpan technique. There are three types of information that are collected and used to generate the mobility patterns:

1. **Spatial Information:** this indicates the location of the mobile user at every recording time. This information is collected by recording the ID of each base station (BS).
2. **Temporal Information**: this indicates the time and the day information collected during the navigation of the mobile users. At each recorded movement we record also the day and the time of the day at which this movement was performed.

3. **Usage Information**: this indicates the type of the services (or the call sessions) that has been used. We assume that we have two types of services (call sessions): Class-I and Class-II. The calls from Class-I are the real time calls (such as video and audio). It means that these calls are sensitive to time variations. The calls from Class-II are the non-real time calls (such as text and image), where the time factor is not significant. This classification of calls is an important parameter in the implementation of the predictive resource reservation scheme.

Fig. 4.1 Inputs and outputs for MobilePrefixSpan technique
4.2. Problem Definition of Sequence Mining in the Mobile Network Environment

Data mining extracts implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful information from datasets. Many approaches have been proposed to extract information. One of the most important ones is mining sequential patterns. The sequential pattern mining problem was first introduced by Agrawal and Srikant in [41]: “Given a set of sequences, where each sequence consists of a list of elements and each element consists of a set of items, and given a user-specified min support threshold, sequential pattern mining is to find all of the frequent subsequences, i.e., the subsequences whose occurrence frequency in the set of sequences is no less than min support”.

In this section, we give the basic definitions to formalize the problem of sequence mining in the mobile environment. These definitions for MobilePrefixSpan technique are based on the definitions that have been introduced in [44, 46, 47].

**Definition 1:**

Let \( I = \{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n\} \) be a set of items such that each item here represents a base station ID (or cell ID). An itemset \( X \) is a subset of items, i.e., \( X \subseteq B \).

**Definition 2:**

A sequence is an ordered list of itemsets. A sequence \( S \) is denoted by \( <s_1 \ s_2 \ldots \ s_k> \) where \( s_j \subseteq I \) for \( 1 \leq j \leq k \).
In our case each sequence represents an ordered set of base station (cells) IDs. For example, the sequence $S_1 = C_1 \ C_2 \ C_3$ represents the transition of the mobile user from cell $C_1$ to $C_2$ and then to $C_3$.

**Definition 3:**

The number of instances of items in a sequence is called the length of the sequence.

For example, a sequence with length $k$ is called a $k$-sequence. For example the sequence $S_1 = C_1 \ C_3 \ C_4 \ C_5 \ C_8$ is a 5-sequence.

**Definition 4:**

A sequence $\alpha = a_1 \ a_2 \ldots \ a_n$ is called a consecutive-subsequence of another sequence $\beta = b_1 \ b_2 \ldots \ b_m$ and donated as $\alpha \subseteq \beta$ if all of the ordered itemsets in $\alpha$ appears in the exact same consecutive order in $\beta$.

This definition is needed for sequence mining in the mobile environment. Our problem does not only consider the order of visited cells, but also considers the path which contains consecutively ordered cells that are required to move from one cell to another. For example, the 5-sequence $S_1 = C_1 \ C_3 \ C_4 \ C_5 \ C_8$ has only the following consecutive-subsequences:

- **Four Subsequences of length 2:** $< C_1 \ C_3 >$, $< C_3 \ C_4 >$, $< C_4 \ C_5 >$, and $< C_5 \ C_8 >$.
• Three Subsequences of length 3: \(<C_1 \ C_3 \ C_4>, <C_3 \ C_4 \ C_5>, \text{ and } <C_4 \ C_5 \ C_8>\)

• Two Subsequences of length 4: \(<C_1 \ C_3 \ C_4 \ C_5> \text{ and } <C_3 \ C_4 \ C_5 \ C_8>\)

Here we didn’t consider other subsequences which violate the consecutive ordering condition such as the subsequence \(<C_1 \ C_4 \ C_5>\) where \(C_4\) in our example never comes directly after \(C_1\).

Definition 5:

A sequence dataset \(S\) is a set of tuples \(<\text{sid}, s>\), where \(\text{sid}\) is an identification of the sequence and \(s\) is a sequence.

Definition 6:

A tuple \(<\text{sid}, s>\) is said to contain a sequence \(\alpha\), if \(\alpha\) is a subsequence of \(s\) (i.e. \(\alpha \subseteq s\)).

Definition 7:

The support of a sequence \(\alpha\) in the sequence dataset \(S\) is the number of tuples that contain \(\alpha\), i.e.:

\[
\text{sup}(\alpha) = \|<\text{sid}, s>: (<\text{sid}, s> \in S) \land (\alpha \subseteq s)\|
\]  

(4.1)
Definition 8:

A multidimensional sequence $S$ is an ordered set of items (cells) that have common attributes and is represented in the form:

$$S = \{d_1, d_2, d_3, ..., d_n, <s_1, s_2, ..., s_k > \}$$

Where

- $d_i$ is the value of the attribute at the $i^{th}$ dimension.
- $n$ is the number of dimensions (attributes) and
- $s_j$ is the base stations IDs.

For example, we have the following three dimensions are used in our problem:

- $d_1$: the period of the day. If we have four periods, then $d_1 \in \{T1, T2, T3, T4\}$.
- $d_2$: the type of the day which can be a weekend or a working day, where $d_2 \in \{Y, N\}$.
- $d_3$: the type of the type of service provided, where $d_3 \in \{"Class-I", "Class-II", "Idle"\}$.

In this case, the multidimensional sequence $S=\{T2, N, Class-I, <C_l, C_4, C_5 > \}$ represents the transition of the mobile user (who has a Class-I call) from cell $C_l$ to $C_4$ and then to $C_5$ at the second period of the day ($T2$) and during a working day ($N$).
4.3. MobilePrefixSpan Algorithm

As we have mentioned earlier, MobilePrefixSpan technique is a modified version of the well-known sequence mining technique PrefixSpan [44, 45] and its modified version for multidimensional sequences UNISEQ [46]. To explain the details of the MobilePrefixSpan algorithm, let us assume that we have the multidimensional dataset shown in Table 4.1 that contains the generated sequences of one of the mobile users. As we can see in this example, there are two dimensions as defined in the previous sections. The first step is to reconfigure the dataset such that the multidimensional information is embedded in the sequences. The new sequences will be as shown in Table 4.2. This converts the problem to one-dimensional sequence mining problem. Here the first three elements in any of these sequences always refer to the multidimensional information. Once we have these new sequences we can start applying the MobilePrefixSpan technique where we do not consider a subsequence if all the items that represent these cells are not found in the consecutive order (as explained in Definition 4). This rule is not applied to the items that represent multidimensional information. This is because we can combine any of these dimensions together without including the remaining dimensions, while we can not ignore the in-between cells.

The detailed steps of MobilePrefixSpan algorithm are given in Appendix C. These steps are explained here with the help of an example using the converted sequences shown in Table 4.2. We will use in this example a minimum support value equal to 2 (min_sup=2) which represents the minimum number of repetitions for the
sequence in the given dataset in order to be considered as a frequent sequence. We can start to apply the MobilePrefixSpan technique as follows:

0. Apply the first scan to find all of the single-item frequent sequences (prefix).
   - In our example, these frequent sequences are as shown in Table 4.3 with the corresponding supports which represent the number of repetitions for each of these sequences in the dataset.
   - Each single-item frequent sequence is called a prefix and it will be corresponding to a subset of frequent sequences (or sequential patterns). In our case, we have 10 subsets of sequential patterns.

1. Find the projected dataset corresponding to the single-item frequent sequences.
   - The projected dataset consists of postfix sequences which contains all the frequent items that follow the first occurrence of the prefix at any sequence.
   - For example, if we consider the prefix < T1 > in our example, we will find that the projected dataset contains the following two postfix sequences: < Y Class-I C₂ C₃ C₄ C₅ > and < Y C₆ C₂ C₃ C₄ >.

2. We continue by finding out the single-item frequent sequences in each projected dataset.
   - In our example these will be < Y >, < C₂ >, < C₃ >, and < C₄ >.
3. Record the frequent sequences that have been found using this prefix and previous ones

- Now, we have four two-item frequent sequences in our example which are <T1 Y>, <T1 C>, <T1 C3>, and <T1 C4>.

4. Use each of these recorded frequent sequences as a prefix to find its projected dataset.

- For example, the projected dataset of the prefix <T1 C2> contains the following two postfix sequences: <C3 C4 C5> and <C3 C4>. In this case we will find that the single-item frequent sequences in this projected dataset are <C3>, and <C4>. Here, we can consider only one three-item frequent sequence which is <T1 C2 C3> but we can't consider <T1 C2 C4> because C4 doesn't follow C2 directly in this case but it has to be through C3.

5. Repeat steps from 3 to 5.

- If we continue to find the projected dataset of the prefix <T1 C2 C3> we will find that we have <C4 C5> and <C4>. Here, <C4> is the only single-item frequent sequence and this generates the four-item frequent sequence <T1 C2 C3 C4>. After that we will not find more frequent sequences using the prefix <T1 C2 C3 C4> because the projected dataset will have only the postfix <C5>, and it does not satisfy the minimum support.
At this point we can say that we have found all of the frequent sequences (or sequential patterns) using the prefix < T1  C2 >.

6. This process will continue through the dataset for all of the items until we find all of the sequential patterns.

The complete table of all the 10 subsets of the generated sequential patterns for this example is shown in Table 4.4. Each generated sequential pattern reflects the spatial, temporal, and usage information. For example, the sequential pattern < T1 Y  C2  C3  C4 > can be interpreted as the multidimensional sequential pattern { T1 , Y , * , < C2  C3  C4 > } where the first three items refer to the dimensions. In this example we can say that at the when the period (T1) of the day is the first period and during the weekend the sequence < C2  C3  C4 > is a frequent sequence.

As we can see from Table 4.4, we have generated all of the sequential patterns including the frequent sequences that contain only one cell ID. For the application of our problem, we will use only the frequent sequences of that contains at least two cells IDs. For example, we can not use the three-item frequent sequence <T1  Y  C3> because it contains only the information that C3 is frequent in the first period and during the weekend, but it does not have any information about the transition from one cell to another which is the most important information that we are trying to discover.

Also, we introduce and apply what we will call last-item rule to simplify the algorithm. The last-item rule states that “when we calculate the support to any item there is no need to consider the sequences where that item appears as the last element in these sequences”. This is because this item will not have any postfix in these
sequences. This will automatically eliminates some items form the set of frequent items. For example, without applying the *last-item rule* we have \(< C_5 >\) with support of 2 as a frequent item as show in Table 4.3. We can see that in Table 4.4 we will not find any frequent sequences using \(< C_5 >\) as a prefix. By applying the rule, these results can be deduced form the beginning when we recalculate the support of \(< C_5 >\) to be 1 (without including the first sequence in Table 4.2) and therefore it will not be a frequent item. The stored datasets of all possible sequential patterns will be as shown in Table 4.5. As we can see in this database, we consider only the paths with at least two cells IDs.

Table 4.1 Multidimensional sequences dataset collected by mobile user

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sid</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time Interval</td>
<td>Weekend Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 Conversion of Table 3 to one-dimension sequences dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sid</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(&lt; T1 Y Class-I C_1 C_2 C_3 C_4 C_5 &gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(&lt; T2 Y Class-I C_5 C_6 C_2 &gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(&lt; T1 Y Class-II C_6 C_2 C_3 C_4 &gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(&lt; T2 N Idle C_2 C_7 C_6 C_2 &gt;)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3 Single-item frequent sequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-item frequent sequences</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Single-item frequent sequences</th>
<th>Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(&lt; T1 &gt;)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(&lt; C_3 &gt;)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&lt; T2 &gt;)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(&lt; C_3 &gt;)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&lt; Y &gt;)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(&lt; C_4 &gt;)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&lt; Class-I &gt;)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(&lt; C_5 &gt;)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&lt; Class-I &gt;)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(&lt; C_6 &gt;)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.4 Complete Sequential Patterns for the given dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Postfix</th>
<th>Sequential Patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; T1 &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; Y Class-I C_1 C_2 C_3 C_4 C_5 &gt;, &lt; Y Class-II C_6 C_2 C_3 C_4 &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; T1&gt;, &lt; T1 Y&gt;, &lt; T1 C_2&gt;, &lt; T1 C_3&gt;, &lt; T1 C_4&gt;, &lt; T1 Y C_6&gt;, &lt; T1 C_2 C_3&gt;, &lt; T1 C_3 C_4&gt;, &lt; T1 Y C_2 C_3&gt;, &lt; T1 Y C_3 C_4&gt;, &lt; T1 C_2 C_3 C_4 C_5 &gt;, &lt; T1 Y C_2 C_3 C_4 &gt;,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; T2 &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; Y Class-I C_5 C_6 C_2 &gt;, &lt; N Idle C_2 C_7 C_6 &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; T2&gt;, &lt; T2 C_6 &gt;, &lt; T2 C_2 &gt;, &lt; T2 C_6 C_2 &gt;,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; Y &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; Class-I C_1 C_2 C_3 C_4 C_5 &gt;, &lt; Class-II C_6 C_2 C_3 C_4 &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; Y&gt;, &lt; Y C_2 &gt;, &lt; Y C_3 &gt;, &lt; Y C_4 &gt;, &lt; Y C_6 &gt;, &lt; Y C_5 &gt;, &lt; Y Class-I&gt;, &lt; Y Class-I C_2 &gt;, &lt; Y Class-I C_3 &gt;, &lt; Y Class-I C_4 &gt;, &lt; Y Class-I C_5 &gt;, &lt; Y C_2 C_3 &gt;, &lt; Y C_3 C_4 &gt;, &lt; Y C_6 C_2 &gt;, &lt; Y C_2 C_3 C_4 &gt;, &lt; Y C_2 C_3 C_4 &gt;,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; Class-I &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; C_1 C_2 C_3 C_4 C_5 &gt;, &lt; C_5 C_6 C_2 &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; Class-I&gt;, &lt; Class-I C_2 &gt;, &lt; Class-I C_5 &gt;,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; C_2 &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; C_3 C_4 C_5 &gt;, &lt; C_7 C_6 C_2 &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; C_2&gt;, &lt; C_2 C_3 &gt;, &lt; C_2 C_3 C_4 &gt;, &lt; C_3 &gt;, &lt; C_3 C_4 &gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; C_3 &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; C_4 C_5 &gt;, &lt; C_4 &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; C_3 &gt;, &lt; C_3 C_4 &gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; C_4 &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; C_5 &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; C_4 &gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; C_5 &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; C_6 C_2 &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; C_5 &gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; C_6 &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; C_2 &gt;, &lt; C_2 C_3 C_4 &gt;, &lt; C_2 &gt;</td>
<td>&lt; C_6 C_2 &gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.5 Stored Sequential Patterns and corresponding support and confidence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Interval</th>
<th>Weekend Day</th>
<th>Type of Service</th>
<th>Frequent Sequence</th>
<th>(\text{Sup}_{\text{DB}})</th>
<th>(\text{Sup}_p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>(&lt;C_2 C_3 &gt;)</td>
<td>2/4=0.5</td>
<td>2/4=0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt;C_3 C_4 &gt;)</td>
<td>2/4=0.5</td>
<td>2/4=0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt;C_6 C_2 &gt;)</td>
<td>3/4=0.75</td>
<td>3/4=0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt;C_2 C_3 C_4 &gt;)</td>
<td>2/4=0.5</td>
<td>2/4=0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>(&lt;C_2 C_3 &gt;)</td>
<td>2/4=0.5</td>
<td>2/3=0.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt;C_3 C_4 &gt;)</td>
<td>2/4=0.5</td>
<td>2/3=0.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt;C_6 C_2 &gt;)</td>
<td>3/4=0.75</td>
<td>2/3=0.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt;C_2 C_3 C_4 &gt;)</td>
<td>2/4=0.5</td>
<td>2/3=0.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>(&lt;C_2 C_3 &gt;)</td>
<td>2/4=0.5</td>
<td>2/2=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt;C_3 C_4 &gt;)</td>
<td>2/4=0.5</td>
<td>2/2=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt;C_2 C_3 C_4 &gt;)</td>
<td>2/4=0.5</td>
<td>2/2=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>(&lt;C_2 C_3 &gt;)</td>
<td>2/4=0.5</td>
<td>2/2=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt;C_3 C_4 &gt;)</td>
<td>2/4=0.5</td>
<td>2/2=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt;C_2 C_3 C_4 &gt;)</td>
<td>2/4=0.5</td>
<td>2/2=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>(&lt;C_6 C_2 &gt;)</td>
<td>3/4=0.75</td>
<td>2/2=1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4. Calculating the Support of the Generated Sequential Patterns

As we can see in Table 4.5, we have calculated two types of supports for each frequent sequence. The first one is called the general support this refers to the support of the sequence in the database and is defined by:

\[ \text{sup}_{DB}(S_i) \] is the support of the sequence \(S_i=<s_1 s_2 \ldots s_k>\) in the dataset DB.

The support for a frequent sequence \(S_i=<s_1 s_2 \ldots s_k>\) is calculated by finding the ratio of the records in the dataset (without taking into account the dimensions) that contains the sequence S. For example, if we want to calculate the support of the frequent multidimensional sequence \(S_1=<C_6 C_2 >\) shown in Table 4.4, we will find that \(S_1\) is appearing in three rows of the dataset shown in Table 4.1 (where the dataset
size is 4), therefore the support of \( S_1 \) is equal to 1 (we write it as \( \text{sup}_{\text{DB}}(S_1)=0.75 \)). This is very helpful because it gives an indication about the repetition of the sequence in all the cases.

The second type of support is the *projected support* and this refers to the support of the sequence relative to the projected dataset according to the required dimensions and it is defined by:

\[ \text{sup}_p (S_i, D_j) \]

is the projected support of the sequence \( S_i \) relative to projected dataset from DB given by the dimensions \( D_j \).

The projected support of a frequent multidimensional sequence \( S_i = < s_1 \ s_2 \ldots \ s_k > \) with dimensions \( D_j = \{d_1 \ , \ d_2 \ , \ d_3 \ldots \ , \ d_n \} \) is calculated by looking to the projected database that have the same dimensions (\( d_1 \ , \ d_2 \ , \ d_3 \ldots \ , \ d_n \)) and find the ratio of the records that have the sequence \( < s_1 \ s_2 \ldots \ s_k > \) in this projected database. For example, if we look at the frequent multidimensional sequence \( S_i = < C_6 \ C_2 > \) with \( D_j = \{*, \ Y, \ * \} \) as shown in Table 4.5, we will find that there are three records in the original datasets that have the same dimensions (\( *, \ Y, \ * \)) and two of them have the sequence \( < C_6 \ C_2 > \). Therefore we can say that the projected support is 0.667 (we write \( \text{sup}_p(S_1, D_2)=0.667 \)). This type of support is an important measure since it gives us information about how the frequent sequence was repeated within the required dimensions compared to other sequences that have the same dimensions.

These two types of supports will be used as the main parameters to determine the effectiveness of the sequence. The resources that will be reserved for each user for their future movements will be based on this effectiveness value. For each sequence \( S_i = < s_1 \ s_2 \ldots \ s_k > \), we use the two supports to generate the effectiveness of using
that sequence given the set of \( n \) dimensions \( D_j = \{d_1, d_2, d_3, \ldots, d_n\} \), and this effectiveness is donated as \( E(S_i \mid D_j) \) which can be calculated as:

\[
E(S_i \mid D_j) = \sup_p(S_i, D_j) \cdot w_1 \cdot w_2
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

and

\[
w_1 = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\sup_{DB}(S_i)}{\sup_p(S_i, D_j)} & \text{if } \sup_{DB}(S_i) > \sup_p(S_i, D_j) \\
1 & \text{if } \sup_{DB}(S_i) \leq \sup_p(S_i, D_j)
\end{cases}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

\[
w_2 = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \sup_{DB}(S_i) \geq \sup_p(S_i, D_j) \\
\frac{\sup_p(S_i, D_j)}{\max_{\sup}} & \text{if } \sup_{DB}(S_i) < \sup_p(S_i, D_j)
\end{cases}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

\[
\max_{\sup} = \max_{k=1}^{N_S} \left( \frac{N_D}{\max_{l=1}^{N_D} \left( \sup_p(S_k, D_l) \right)} \right)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

where

\( \max_{\sup} \) is the maximum projected support found in all of the discovered sequences

\( N_D \) is the number of possible combinations between the dimensions

\( N_S \) is the total number of frequent sequences

Our model of frequent sequences is modified into the model of “effective sequences”, where the effectiveness of a sequence reflects the power of that sequence in the DB compared to the other sequences. This was accomplished by considering
the weights $w_1$ and $w_2$ shown in equation 2. The factor $w_1$ was used to ensure that we consider the support in the whole database if it is larger than the support in the projected dataset. On the other hand the factor $w_2$ was used to ensure that we consider support in the projected dataset if it is larger than the support in whole database and it also gives information about the effectiveness of this sequence compared to most frequent sequence in all projected databases.

The resources that will be reserved for each user for their future movements will be based on this effectiveness value $E(S_i / D_j)$. If there is no effect of considering the dimensions we will use the general support $sup_{DB}(S_i)$ for resource reservation. Otherwise we will use the values of the projected support value which has been modified by a ratio of this support to the maximum support. This will insure that we take into consideration two the power of this sequence compared to other sequences in all projected database. The service provider will be responsible for determining the required combinations of the dimensions to be considered together. In our case, we have two dimensions $\{d_1, d_2\}$, where $d_1$ refers to the time interval and $d_2$ refers to the type of the day. We study the effect of each of these dimensions on the overall performance of the mobile networks in section 5. According to this study we can select the best combination of dimensions to be used. In reality, we need to store only the sequential patterns corresponding to this combination of dimensions and the sequential patterns that are generated without any of these dimensions (when $D_k = \{*, *, *\}$). These two types of sequential patterns are used in the CAC and RR algorithms as explained in the next sections. These sequential patterns are used in the CAC and RR algorithms as explained in the next chapters.
CHAPTER V

MSP-CACRR: MULTIDIMENSIONAL SEQUENTIAL PATTERNS BASED ADMISSION CONTROL FOR NEXT-GENERATION CELLULAR NETWORKS

In this chapter, we propose a multidimensional sequential patterns (MSP) based CAC and RR technique called MSP-CACRR technique designed for next generation of cellular networks. This technique is based on the multidimensional sequence mining technique MobilePrefixSpan that has been introduced in the previous chapter. The spatial, temporal, and usage information are used in MobilePrefixSpan to extract the movement patterns of the mobile users. Comprehensive simulation was conducted to study the effect of each of the used dimensions on the network performance. Simulation results show that the proposed MSP-CACRR technique uses the sequential patterns effectively to enhance the performance of cellular networks.

5.1. Data Collection

The proposed MSP-CACRR scheme is mainly based on generating two types of users’ mobility profiles. The first type is called the local mobility profile. This profile is generated individually for each user by his/her MH. The MH has the responsibility to collect the mobility data of its user. This data is used to build the mobility profile
of the user and is continually updated based on its users’ movements. The second
type of the mobility profiles is called the global mobility profile generated by each base station (BS). The BS has the responsibility to collect the mobility data of all the users passing through the cell. This global profile will be used if the local profile gives low accuracy for future mobility prediction. The purpose of using data mining techniques is to generate mobility patterns (profiles) that can be used to predict the users’ future movements. The key here is how we can effectively record and analyze the previous behavior of mobile users to generate these mobility profiles. These profiles should contain the frequent paths with the corresponding probabilities. Frequent paths will be used to predict the future movements of the MH. The CAC and RR techniques are based on the techniques that used in PCAC-RR with application of the MobilePrefixSpan to extract the mobility patterns and their supports.

5.1.1. Data Collected by MH

The collected data for one user will be as shown on Table 5.1. These data are collected by the mobile host (MH) of the user.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID of Visited Cell</th>
<th>Visit Start Time</th>
<th>Visit End Time</th>
<th>Weekend Day</th>
<th>Type of Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C_1</td>
<td>VST_1</td>
<td>VET_1</td>
<td>W_1</td>
<td>ToS_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_2</td>
<td>VST_2</td>
<td>VET_2</td>
<td>W_2</td>
<td>ToS_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_n</td>
<td>VST_n</td>
<td>VET_n</td>
<td>W_n</td>
<td>ToS_n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where:

C_i: represents the ID of the current visited cell.
VSTᵢ: represents the time stamp when this MH enters Li

VETᵢ: represents the time stamp when this MH exits Li

Wᵢ: a binary value describes if the information was recorded during the weekend or not. We will use the letter Y if it was on a weekend day, otherwise we use the letter N (this means \( Wᵢ \in \{Y, N\} \)).

ToSᵢ: represents the type of the current service provided to this MH, where \( ToSᵢ \in \{"Class-I", "Class-II", "Idle"\} \)

Note that the type of service can be "Idle" if the mobile phone was not used for any application at the time of record. Also, note that the day at which this service was accessed (weekend day or not) is taken as an important factor. We believe that the behavior of the users is totally changed during the weekends [48].

A new record will start if the mobile user enters a new cell, or the current type of service or the current day has been changed.

5.1.2. Data Collected by BS

The base station in each cell will be responsible to collect the data that represents the movements of the mobile users between this BS and other BSs. The collected data for the base station in cell \( C_k \) will be as shown below in Table 5.2. BS mobility model will mainly help the mobile users to navigate smoothly from this BS to another BS in the system.
where

\[ CP_i : \text{represents the ID of the previous visited cell} \]

\[ CN_i : \text{represents the ID of the next visited cell and for any record in the table: } CP_i \neq CN_i \neq C_k \]

Once the MH and BS have collected these data, they start separately to generate the mobility paths by transforming the collected data into a sequence of symbols, where each symbol represents BS. Every path is composed of a sequence of BS IDs for each recorded visit. In addition, each path also contains the information regarding the duration of MH stay in a cell. This is achieved by collecting mobility data of a MH at fixed time slots \( \Delta t \). For example if \( \Delta t = 2 \) minutes, this means that movement data are collected every two minutes. In this case, the time between movements is included in the generated sequence of movements. This information is used to estimate the time at which the user will move from one location to another.

The mobility patterns in the BSs and MHs are generated using MobilePrefixSpan as explained in the previous chapter using the generated sequences.
5.2. Predictive Resource Reservation Scheme

The RR scheme uses the frequent paths generated earlier with their corresponding probabilities to reserve the suitable bandwidth. This probability is used during the call handoff process. Each cell will have a portion of the bandwidth reserved for handoff calls. In order to make a reservation for the bandwidth, the cells have to monitor the available bandwidth at any time. For each cell $C_i$ the available bandwidth at any time $T_j$ is denoted as $B_a(C_i, T_j)$. The available bandwidth could be calculated if we know the following:

- $B_d(C_i, T_j)$: the total bandwidth of cell $C_i$ at time $T_j$
- $B_u(C_i, T_j)$: the estimated bandwidth used by users in cell $C_i$ at time $T_j$
- $B_r(C_i, T_j)$: the bandwidth reserved by cell $C_i$ for handoff calls at time $T_j$

The available bandwidth in cell $C_i$ at any time is calculated from equation (5.1):

$$B_a(C_i, T_j) = B_d(C_i, T_j) - B_u(C_i, T_j) - B_r(C_i, T_j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

The service providers determine the total bandwidth assigned to each cell during the design phase. The bandwidth used by the users in cell $C_i$ at the expected handoff time $T_h$ can be estimated easily from the bandwidth used at the current time. If there is a call, the required amounts of bandwidth to be reserved in the other cells have to be calculated to handle the handoff operation. The expected time at which the handoff will happen has to be taken into account as well. Suppose that there is a call in cell $C_i$ at time $T_j$. The proposed algorithm of the RR scheme will be executed as follows:
1. Determine the corresponding dimensions form the current time and current day. In this case we can determine \( D_k = \{d_1, d_2, d_3\} \) where \( d_1 \) refers to the time interval, \( d_2 \) refers to the type of the day, and \( d_3 \) refers to the type of service.

2. According to the set of dimensions \( D_k \), start to look at the sequential patterns stored in the MH of the current user that are corresponding to these dimensions to predict the frequent sequences.

3. If all of the current dimensions can not be supported by the stored sequential patterns, we use \( D_k = \{*, *, *\} \) to predict the frequent sequences.

4. If there is at least one predicted frequent sequence, then the bandwidth reservation is performed based on sequential patterns stored in the MH as follows:

   i. For each cell \( C_k \) in the predict sequence \( (S_i) \), estimate the handoff time \( (T_h) \) using the known time slot \( \Delta t \).

   ii. Once we find \( T_h \), check the available bandwidth at \( T_h \). The available bandwidth could be calculated from equation (5.1).

   iii. The required amount of bandwidth \( B_{req} \) to be reserved is determined as a portion from the actual required bandwidth \( B_{actual} \) according to the effectiveness of the path using the following equation:

\[
B_{req} = B_{actual} \times E(S_i, D_k)
\]
iv. If there is enough bandwidth available at time $T_h$, then the amount of bandwidth to be reserved will be $B_{req}$ and then the available and the reserved bandwidths, are updated.

v. If there is not sufficient bandwidth available and the call is from Class-I, then this call can borrow some amount ($B_{borrow}$) from the Class-II calls in that cells.

vi. Otherwise the amount of bandwidth to be reserved will be the available bandwidth plus $B_{borrow}$.

5. If no frequent sequence could be predicted using sequential patterns stored in the MH, then we have to access the sequential patterns stored in the BS, and use the frequent sequences in a way similar to the one described in the step 2 to reserve the required bandwidth.

5.3. Predictive Call Admission Control Scheme

The admitted call may be a new call or a handoff call. Each of these categories of calls will be handled in a different way taking into account that the handoff calls will have a priority over the new calls. If the admission is performed at the cell $C_i$ and at the time interval $T_j$, then the CAC algorithm can be given as follows:

a. For the new calls from Class-I:

i. According to the set of dimensions $D_k$, start to look at the sequential patterns stored in the MH of the current user that are corresponding to these dimensions to predict the frequent sequences.
ii. If all of the current dimensions can not be supported by the stored sequential patterns, we use $D_k = \{*, *, *\}$ to predict the frequent sequences. If no frequent sequence could be predicted using sequential patterns stored in the MH, then we have to access the sequential patterns stored in the BS.

iii. According to $D_k$ and the current cell $C_i$, check the available BW in the current cell $C_i$ (which is given by $B_d(C_i, T_j)$) as well as BW in the next expected cells in the predicted frequent sequence with high probabilities above a predetermined threshold $L_p$. In our case we used $L_p = 0.8$.

iv. If each of the next expected cells has available BW to cover this new call at the next time step, then the call is accepted and the required bandwidth is allocated.

v. Otherwise the call is blocked.

b. For the new calls from Class-II:

i. Check only the available BW at the current cell $C_i$, at which the admission is performed.

ii. If the required BW is less than or equal the $B_d(C_i, T_j)$, then the call is accepted and the required BW is allocated.

iii. If the required BW is greater than $B_d(C_i, T_j)$, and there is any available BW ($B_d(C_i, T_j) \neq 0$), then the call is accepted and the available BW is allocated. Then, this bandwidth readjusted in future when there is BW available.

iv. Otherwise the call is blocked.

c. For the handoff calls from Class-I:
i. Handoff calls can allocate bandwidth not only from the reserved bandwidth, but also from the available bandwidth (while the new calls can allocate bandwidth from the available bandwidth only).

ii. Check the bandwidth reserved for the handoff calls added to the available bandwidth in the cells at that time interval \((B_r(C_i, T_j) + B_a(C_i, T_j))\).

iii. If the required bandwidth \(\leq[B_r(C_i, T_j) + B_a(C_i, T_j)]\), then the call is accepted and the bandwidth is allocated according to the required bandwidth.

iv. Otherwise the call is dropped.

d. For the handoff calls from Class-II:

i. The call will be accepted if there is bandwidth available in the reserved or the available bandwidths.

ii. If the required BW is less than or equal the \([B_r(C_i, T_j) + B_a(C_i, T_j)]\), then the call is accepted and the required BW is allocated.

iii. If the required BW is greater than \([B_r(C_i, T_j) + B_a(C_i, T_j)]\), and \([B_r(C_i, T_j) + B_a(C_i, T_j)] \neq 0\), then the call is accepted and the allocated BW will be the minimum of \(B_r(C_i, T_j)\) and \(B_a(C_i, T_j)\). Then, this bandwidth reallocated in future when there is BW available.

iv. Otherwise the call is blocked.

This approach will maximize the probability of completing the call without dropping during the user navigation through the cells. In other words, this approach
will prevent us from accepting a new calls that have high probability of dropping. Moreover, this approach performs the best effort that enables the network to accept as many calls as possible.
CHAPTER VI

PAC-WHN: PREDICTIVE ADMISSION CONTROL FOR WIRELESS HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS

It is expected that the fourth generation (4G) mobile networks will support more multimedia communications and provide mobile services every time and everywhere. Mobile communications will take a central role in our daily lives and this role will expand as our lifestyles use mobile communications as a stepping stone to improve the quality of life over the next ten years [49]. One way to ensure that users of the future mobile system do not have restricted service options is to ensure that new terminals can handle the existing system as well as the new one. Furthermore, future mobile communication networks will be integrated with heterogeneous access methods and various kinds of cells. This can be accomplished by integrating several radio access networks (RANs) (like cellular networks (2G, 3G, etc.), Wireless LAN (WLAN) and Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET)) in developing what is called "wireless heterogeneous networks" (WHN). Accordingly, effective connection management and handover between heterogeneous systems are required. In this chapter, we introduce a predictive CAC and RR technique called PCA-WHN that can support the 4G wireless heterogeneous networks (WHN). This new technique is based on the multidimensional sequence mining technique MobilePrefixSpan that has been introduced in chapter 4.
6.1. Introduction

The mobile users in the suggested wireless heterogeneous networks can communicate in different ways according to many positioning and networking factors. Admission control of the new calls and the handoff calls is more complex in WHN because different types of radio access networks (RANs) have different interfaces and different capabilities [49-60]. Choosing a suitable RAN to be connected to and maintaining the communication while the user is moving inside the RAN and between different RANs is one of the important and hot research problems for the next generation of mobile networks. All the existing admission control schemes proposed by researchers in this area deal with a single RAN and none of these schemes was designed for multiple RANs as in the WHN.

PCA-WHN is a predictive CAC and RR technique that uses an efficient multidimensional sequence mining technique to extract the mobility profiles (models) of the mobile users. PCA-WHN takes into account the different characteristics of the cellular networks and the WLANs and it is based on using the spatial information, the temporal information and the usage information of the mobile users. We used MobilePrefixSpan technique in PCA-WHN to generate the mobility patterns of the mobile users. MobilePrefixSpan can work in the mobile environment and uses the collected information to generate the mobility patterns as explained in chapter 4.

In the next section, we explain the architecture of the communication systems supported by PCA-WHN. Section three gives the details of the collected data. The details of the proposed PCA-WHN technique are explained in the last two sections.

The architecture of the proposed heterogeneous wireless networks includes WLANs and cellular networks and assumes an All-IP based structure as proposed in the literature [49-63]. All-IP wireless and mobile networks represent the convergence of two key technologies: Internet and wireless cellular systems [61]. The core IP network will serve as the backbone network with internet connectivity and packet data services [49, 50, 55].

The architecture of the proposed wireless heterogeneous network is shown in Fig. 6.1. As we can see, there are four basic components of the proposed architecture: 1) Base Stations, 2) Access Points, 3) Mobile Hosts, and 4) IP Core Network. The WLAN access points (APs) represent the fixed communication points for the WLAN while the base stations (BSs) represent the fixed communication points for the cellular networks. Mobile hosts (MHs) are supposed to be designed to work in two different modes: dual-mode and single-mode. Dual-mode mobile hosts will be able to support services provided by WLANs and cellular networks while single-mode mobile hosts will support only one type of mobile technology. The proposed WHN will be able to support dual mode mobile hosts as well as single-mode mobile hosts.

By design, cellular networks are aimed at users with high mobility and low connection rates while WLAN networks are aimed at users with low mobility and high connection rates [49, 50, 57, 64, 65]. Also, the cost of using the cellular
networks is higher than the cost of using WLAN. Table 6.1 [57] summarizes the characteristics of the BS in cellular networks and the AP in the WLAN.

It is important in wireless heterogeneous networks to distinguish between the different types of the services that can be provided by the networks. In general, we can classify the services into two main categories according to their delay sensitivity characteristics. One is real-time services (Class I), that are sensitive to delay, such as the conversation and streaming applications. The other includes non-real time services that are insensitive to delay (Class II); such as interactive and background applications. The detailed classification of the provided services is shown Table 6.2 [57]. We believe that this classification is very important for most of the protocols and algorithms designed for future wireless heterogeneous networks. This is due to the nature of the WHN where we have more than one type of networks (RANs) with different capabilities. In this case, the goal will be to connect each of the mobile users to one of the available RANs that will be able to provide the required service with high efficiency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RAN</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Data Rate</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Typical User</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>1~11Mbps</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
<td>9.6~300Kbps</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Fast Mobility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1 AP and BS Characteristics
Fig. 6.1 Architecture of Proposed Wireless Heterogeneous Networks
Table 6.2  Traffic Class for 4G Wireless Heterogeneous Networks [57]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CLASS I</th>
<th>CLASS II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conversational Applications</td>
<td>Streaming Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BER</td>
<td>10^-3</td>
<td>10^-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay</td>
<td>Strict and low</td>
<td>Bounded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guaranteed Rate</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Voice, Internet Game</td>
<td>VOD, Cable TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real-time service</td>
<td>Non-real time service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The configuration of the wireless heterogeneous networks will be based on the connectivity to IP networks [49-60]. The advantages of using IP as a core network protocol are [49, 55]:

- Internet connectivity
- Efficient transmission of IP packets,
- Co-existence with other access systems
- Ease of system introduction and expandability.
- IP networks can also connect with or accommodate wireless access systems other than 4G systems.
- Providing better security requirements.

The MH will be able to communicate with one BS/AP according to the coverage area and its mode of communications. The connection can be handed off from one AP to another AP (or from BS to another BS), and this called horizontal handoff. The connection can also be handed off from WLAN to cellular networks or vice versa and this is called vertical handoff. In our system model, we can have
several WLANs inside the same cell but they do not have overlapped coverage. So the mobile user at every moment has the following possibilities of coverage:

- Covered by cellular network only
- Covered by cellular network and WLAN.

Also, we assume that each of the hotspots (AP) will cover a part of a single cell and can not cover any other cell. We used these assumptions to reduce the complexity of the system.

In our system model, we assume that we can have several WLAN inside the same cell but they are not intersected. So the mobile user at every moment has the following possibilities of coverage:

- Covered by cellular network only
- Covered by cellular network and WLAN.

Also, we assume that the WLAN covers the hotspots inside a single cell and can’t cover any area from another cell at the same time. We used these assumptions (restrictions) to reduce the complexity of the system.

6.3. Data Collection

The proposed PCA-WHN technique is mainly based on generating two types of users’ mobility profiles using MobilePrefixSpan technique. The first type is called the local mobility profile. This profile is generated individually for each user by his/her MH. The MH will have the responsibility to collect the mobility data of its user. This data is used to build the mobility profile of the user and is continually updated based on its users’ movements. The second type of the mobility profiles is called the global
mobility profile generated by each BS and AP. The BS/AP has the responsibility to collect the mobility data of all the users passing through the cell. This global profile will be used if the local profile gives low accuracy for future mobility prediction. The purpose of using data mining techniques is to generate mobility patterns (profiles) that can be used to predict the users’ future movements. In this section we will explain how the data are collected in the MH and the BS/AP.

6.3.1. Data Collected by Mobile Host

The data collected by the MH is used to build the local mobility model that can describe the behavior of mobile users for a period of time. The data items collected for this model are shown in Table 6.3, where:

$L_i$: represents the ID of the current visited cell or current access point for the record number $i$ in data collected table.

$VST_i$: represents the time stamp when this MH enters $L_i$

$VET_i$: represents the time stamp when this MH exits $L_i$

$W_i$: a binary value describes if the information was recorded during the weekend or not. We will use the letter Y if it was on a weekend day, otherwise we use the letter N (this means $W_i \in \{Y, N\}$).

$ToS_i$: represents the type of the current service provided to this MH, where $ToS_i \in \{\text{“Class-I”}, \text{“Class-II”}, \text{“Idle”}\}$
Table 6.3 Data Collected by the MH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID of Visited BS/AP</th>
<th>Visit Start Time</th>
<th>Visit End Time</th>
<th>Is this on a Weekend Day?</th>
<th>Type of Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L₁</td>
<td>VST₁</td>
<td>VET₁</td>
<td>W₁</td>
<td>ToS₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L₂</td>
<td>VST₂</td>
<td>VET₂</td>
<td>W₂</td>
<td>ToS₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lₙ</td>
<td>VSTₙ</td>
<td>VETₙ</td>
<td>Wₙ</td>
<td>ToSₙ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that a new record will start if the mobile user enters a new BS/AP or if the current type of service is changed. The type of service can be “idle” if the mobile phone was not communicating at the time of data recording. Also, note that the day at which this service was accessed (weekend or not) is included as an important factor. We believe that the behavior of the users is totally different during the weekends.

To generate the mobility paths, it is necessary to transform the collected data from Table 3 at the MH into a sequence of symbols, where each symbol represents BS/AP. Every path is composed of a sequence of BS/AP IDs for each recorded visit. In addition, each path also contains the information regarding the duration of MH stay in a cell. This is achieved by collecting mobility data of a MH at fixed time slots Δt. For example if Δt = 2 minutes, this means that movements data are collected every tow minutes. In this case, the time between movements is included in the generated sequence of movements. This information is used to estimate the time at which the user will move from one location to another.

Any generated path \( P_{MH} \) can be represented as:

\[
P_{MH} = <L₁, L₂, \ldots, Lₙ>
\]

where \( L₁ \in \{B \cup A\} \)

\( B = \{C₁, C₂, \ldots, Cₘ\} \) and \( A = \{P₁, P₂, \ldots, Pₖ\} \)
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and

\[ C_i : \text{ is a cell ID.} \]

\[ B : \text{ is the set of all cells IDs in the system.} \]

\[ P_i : \text{ is an access point ID.} \]

\[ A : \text{ is the set of all access points IDs in the system.} \]

### 6.3.2. Data Collected by Base Station and Access Point

The base station in each cell will also be responsible to collect the data that represent the movements of the mobile users between this BS and other BSs or APs. The format of collected data for the base station in cell \( C_i \) is shown in Table 6.4, where:

\[ LP_i : \text{ represents the ID of the previous visited cell or access point and } LP_i \in \{ B \cup A \} \].

\[ LN_i : \text{ represents the ID of the next visited cell or access point and } LN_i \in \{ B \cup A \} \]

and for any record in the table:

\[ LP_i \neq LN_i \neq C_i \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current BS</th>
<th>Previous BS/AP</th>
<th>Visit Start Time</th>
<th>Next BS/AP</th>
<th>Visit End Time</th>
<th>Is this on a Weekend BS?</th>
<th>Type of Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( C_i )</td>
<td>( LP_1 )</td>
<td>VST_1</td>
<td>LN_1</td>
<td>VET_1</td>
<td>( W_1 )</td>
<td>ToS_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_i )</td>
<td>( LP_2 )</td>
<td>VST_2</td>
<td>LN_2</td>
<td>VET_2</td>
<td>( W_2 )</td>
<td>ToS_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_i )</td>
<td>( LP_n )</td>
<td>VST_n</td>
<td>LN_n</td>
<td>VET_n</td>
<td>( W_n )</td>
<td>ToS_n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4 Data Collected by the BS at \( C_i \)
Once the BS/AP has collected these data components, it can start the process of analyzing these data with the objective of building the BS Mobility Model which describes the expected movements of the users who passes through this BS. This profile is based on the type of services as well as period of time. This model will be based on the following main parameters:

- The type of the service.
- The day at which this service was accessed (weekend or not): we believe that the behavior of the users is totally changed during the weekends.
- The time at which this service was provided.

BS/AP mobility model will be used if the MH mobility model is not able to predict the future path of the mobile users. For example, if a mobile user enters a new location that has not been visited before. In this case the mobility models of BS/AP that covers this location will be used to predict the future path.

Any path $P_{BS}$ in the BS mobility model will be of length three because it represents the previous, current, and next BSs/APs. We used only the length of three for each path in the BS/AP because using longer length will result in more signaling overhead to transfer the location information between the BSs and the APs. Each path in the BS/AP can be represented as:

$$P_{BS} = <L_1, L_2, L_3>$$

where $L_1 \in \{ B \cup A \}$ and

$L_2 \in B$

$L_3 \in \{ B \cup A \}$

$L_1 \neq L_2 \neq L_3$
and

\[ B = \{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_m\} \quad \text{and} \quad A = \{P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_k\} \]

and

- \( C_i \): is a cell ID.
- \( B \): is the set of all cells IDs in the system.
- \( P_i \): is an access point ID.
- \( A \): is the set of all access points IDs in the system.

The access point in each WLANs will also be responsible for collecting similar type of information about the users passing through it. Here we focused in explanation on the BS, the similar approach is also applied to the AP.

6.4. Resource Reservation in PCA-WHN

The proposed resource reservation technique is based mainly on the fact that we have different classes of mobile services (as shown in Table 6.2). The services CLASS I (real time services) will need a guaranteed transitions rate in order to provide the required services. In order to ensure the continuity of the services of CLASS I without any interruption in the service, while the users are moving form BS/AP to another BS/AP (vertical or horizontal handoffs), we need to reserve the required resources for these users in the expected locations that will be visited by the mobile users. On the other hand, for services from CLASS II (non-real time services), we may reserve resources as they become available, because CLASS II does not support guaranteed transmission rate.
Each BS/AP will have a portion of the bandwidth reserved for handoff calls. In PCA-WHN technique, we divide available bandwidth into two sub-portions:

a) Reserved for handoff calls form CLASS I.

b) Reserved for handoff calls form CLASS II.

In order to make a reservation for the bandwidth, each BS/AP has to monitor the available bandwidth at all times. For each location \( L_i \) (BS/AP) the available resources (bandwidth) at any time \( T_j \) is denoted as \( R_a(L_i, T_j) \). The available resources could be calculated if we know the following:

- \( R_d(L_i, T_j) \): the total resources of location \( L_i \) at time \( T_j \)
- \( R_u(L_i, T_j) \): the estimated resources used by users at location \( L_i \) at time \( T_j \)
- \( R_{h1}(L_i, T_j) \): the resources reserved by location \( L_i \) for CLASS I handoff calls at time \( T_j \)
- \( R_{h2}(L_i, T_j) \): the resources reserved by location \( L_i \) for CLASS II handoff calls at time \( T_j \)

The available resources at location \( L_i \) at any time is calculated from the following equation:

\[
R_a(L_i, T_j) = R_d(L_i, T_j) - R_u(L_i, T_j) - R_{h1}(L_i, T_j) - R_{h2}(L_i, T_j)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

Fig. 6.2 shows how these resources (bandwidth) can be used for different types of services. Note that \( R_{h2} \) can be used to handle handoff calls from CLASS I or CLASS II while \( R_{h1} \) can only used to reserve bandwidth for CLASS I handoff calls. This gives CLASS I calls a priority over the CLASS II calls.
We will need to reserve resources for handoff calls to ensure the continuity of the call. This means if we accept the calls, then the resources in the future locations (AP/BS) will be reserved based on the predicted path. In WHN, we have mainly two types of handoffs:

- **Horizontal handoff**: this is performed between two locations (BSs/APs) inside the same RAN (for example between the BSs in the cellular networks).

- **Vertical handoff**: this is performed between two locations (BSs/APs) from different RANs (for example moving from cellular network to WLAN).

![Distribution of total resources in BS/AP and how to use these resources](image)

**Fig. 6.2** Distribution of the total resources in BS/AP and how to use these resources
The main trigger for handoff in cellular networks is a weak signal received by the mobile host (MH) from the current BS (for example weak signal received from the current BS in the cellular network). In the new WHN where we have the cellular networks and the WLAN there are many reasons to perform handoff [55, 66]:

i. Weak signal received from current AP (as before)

ii. The RAN where the current BS/AP connected to it can’t support the current type of service with the required QoS (the call is changing from voice to media).

iii. The load is increasing in the current RAN and there is another RAN that is available.

iv. The QoS provided by one interface improves or degrades (coverage, data rate, power consumption, etc).

v. An interface currently used fails, so the MS cannot receive its flows anymore.

vi. A new interface is available, e.g., the MS enters the coverage area of a new access network.

Using the PCA-WHN technique, the decision can be taken by the AP/BS or by the MH:

- The MH of the mobile user will be able to predict the handoff times, the next path, and the expected type of services at that handoff. This is done by determining the corresponding dimensions form the current time, current day, or the type of the current call. In this case we can determine $D_k = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots\,$
\( d_3 \) where \( d_1 \) refers to the time interval, \( d_2 \) refers to the type of the day, and \( d_3 \) refers to the type of service.

- According to the set of dimensions \( D_k \), start to look at the sequential patterns stored in the MH of the current user that are corresponding to \( D_k \) to predict the frequent sequences.

- If there is at least one predicted frequent sequence, then the bandwidth reservation is performed based on sequential patterns stored in the MH:
  
  vii. For each cell BS/AP in the predict sequence (\( S_t \)), estimate the handoff time \( (T_h) \) using the known time slot \( \Delta t \).
  
  viii. Once we find \( T_h \), check the available bandwidth at \( T_h \). The available bandwidth could be calculated from equation (6.1).
  
  ix. The required amount of bandwidth \( R_{req} \) to be reserved is determined as a portion from the actual required bandwidth \( R_{actual} \) according to the effectiveness of the sequence (which is calculated using the MobilePRefixSpn technique as explained in chapter 4) using the following equation:

\[
R_{req} = R_{actual} \times \mathcal{E}(S_t, D_k) \quad (6.2)
\]

- Based on this information, the handoff predicted by the MH may be for another AP/BS in the same RAN or in other RAN (horizontal or vertical handoff). Here the handoff (horizontal or vertical) is based on the mobility models generated by the MH (local mobility models).

- If no frequent sequence could be predicted using sequential patterns stored in the MH, then the sequential patterns stored in the BS/AP have to be accessed,
and use the frequent sequences in a way similar to the one described in the step 2 to reserve the required bandwidth.

- According to Fig. 6.2, $R_{h2}^+ R_{h1}^+ R_a$ are used to reserve resources for handoff calls from CLASS I. and $R_{h2}^+ R_a$ are used to reserve resources for handoff calls from CLASS II.

- The AP/BS monitors its load over the network and it can force some of the users to handoff to other AP/BS if the load is expected to increase dramatically.

- The available BW should be updated after each reservation.

6.5. Admission Control in PCA-WHN

The admission control (AC) can be performed for the new calls and the handoff calls. The AC of the new calls is based on mobility models generated by the MH that requested the new call. The reason is that based on these models, the MH will be able to predict the next possible movements for its user according to previous behavior of this user. We define the following rules for the new calls:

- If the new call is from CLASS I, we can check the resources in the current BS/AP by checking $R_a^+ R_{h2}$ according to the time of service or the expected time of service.

- If the new call is from CLASS II, we can check the resources in the current BS/AP by checking only $R_a$. 
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The detailed algorithm for admission control is shown in Appendix D. Every new call, will satisfy one of the following two cases according to the type of the services and the current RAN where the MH is connected to. In the first case, the requested service by this new call is better to be supported by another RAN. For example, if a mobile user is currently connected to the WLAN (the current RAN) and he/she wants to initiate a new voice call. In this case, it is better to use the cellular networks (the other RAN) to support the new call instead of using the WLAN. In this case, the algorithm will start to initiate a vertical handoff between from one RAN to another RAN if there is available bandwidth to the support the service. This is accomplished by predicting the expected path (according to the mobility models), and check the available resources. Otherwise, the call will be supported by the current RAN or rejected (if there are no available resources). In the second case, the service requested by the new call is better to be supported by the current RAN. For example, if a mobile user is currently connected to the cellular networks and he/she wants to initiate a new voice call. In this case, the algorithm will start to predict the expected path and check the available resources. The algorithm will initiate a vertical handoff if there is no available bandwidth to support the call by the current RAN. The call will be rejected if it can not be supported by any of the available RANs.

For handoff calls, we are interested in determining if the AP/BS will be able to accept and allocate resources for the admitted handoff call. This could be processed by vertical or horizontal handoff. For CLASS I handoff calls, the available resources and the reserved resources for both classes \( (R_{a} + R_{h2} + R_{h1}) \) in the BS/AP are checked according to the time of service or the expected time of service. If the handoff call is
from CLASS II we can check the resources in the BS/AP by checking the available resources and the reserved resources for CLASS II (R_a + R_h2). The handoff call will be accepted if there resources are available. Otherwise the call will be dropped.
CHAPTER VII

SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

7.1. Simulation Model

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed CAC and RR techniques using different type of mobility profiles, we have built a simulation tool using the C language to study the performance of the proposed scheme and to compare these new techniques with other previous schemes. The simulation parameters are as shown in Table 7.1. The call arrival rate is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution with mean \( \lambda \) (calls/second) in each cell (from 0.01 to 0.1). The call duration (call service time) is assumed to be exponentially distributed with a mean of 180 seconds.

The simulation starts by building the topology of the cells. Some of these cells are marked as used cells and the others are marked as unused cells. The unused cells simulate the natural structure of the roads where there are some constraints to place base stations in some places (like river, mountain, etc...). The used cells are then divided into home cells, work cells or ordinary cells [67]. These cells will be associated for the users to travel through according to the moving statistics shown in Table 7.2 [68]. These statistics show the main trips for each user, the percentage of each trip, and the average distance of the trip. The users’ movements in our simulation are based on these statistics. The “vacation trips” defined in [68] are
omitted in our simulation because this type of trips has a very low percentage of occurrence. The choice of home cells and work cells for each user is also based on these statistics. The topology model generated by the simulation is shown in Fig. 7.1 with all roads, home cells, work cells, unused cells and ordinary cells.

The simulation has two phases. The first phase is the initialization phase. The main objective during this phase is to collect the movement data, which will be used to generate the local and global profiles. The simulation parameters and statistics, described before, are used to generate the movements of the users between the different cells. In this initial period of simulation, we focus only on collecting the data of movements between the cells. Hence a simple CAC technique based on the availability of the resources at the time of request is used in the initial period. Also during this period, a fixed bandwidth is reserved for handoff calls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of cells</td>
<td>128 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of cells</td>
<td>Hexagonal cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of each cell</td>
<td>1 mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call arrival rate</td>
<td>Poisson distribution with mean $\lambda$ (varies from 0.01 to 0.1 calls/second)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call duration time</td>
<td>Exponentially distribution with mean $\mu=180$ seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>60 mi/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel capacity of each cell</td>
<td>40 bandwidth units (BU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW required by a voice call</td>
<td>1 BU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW required by a text call</td>
<td>2 BUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW required by a audio call</td>
<td>5 BUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW required by a video call</td>
<td>10 BUs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.2 Moving statistics [68]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose of Trip</th>
<th>Percentages of Trip</th>
<th>Average Trip Distance (mi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To/From Work</td>
<td>20.2%</td>
<td>10.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work-Related Business</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>28.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Business</td>
<td>52.9%</td>
<td>6.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social/Recreation</td>
<td>25.3%</td>
<td>11.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacation</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>218.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7.1 Topology Model
7.2. Experimental Results for PCAC-RR

The simulation was conducted to study the performance the proposed PCAC-RR scheme using different parameters that can affect the quality of the proposed technique. These parameters include the used mobility models (local, global, or combination), the number of time intervals used (ranging from one to six intervals) and the repeated sequences (with or without repeated sequences). This type of detailed analysis helped us to figure out what are the best parameters to be considered in the PCAC-RR technique. We conducted also the simulation to compare the performance of the proposed PCAC-RR (with the tuned parameters in the previous experiments) with other techniques. The details of all these experiments are explained here in details.

7.2.1. Performance of PCAC-RR Using Different Types of Mobility Profiles

The simulation was conducted to study the performance of the proposed PCAC-RR technique using different types of mobility profiles (models). We have three versions of the PCAC-RR technique according to the mobility model used [39]:

1. **PCAC-RR(L):** where the local mobility profiles are used alone to predict the next movements,

2. **PCAC-RR(G):** where the global mobility profiles are used alone to predict the next movements, and

3. **PCAC-RR:** where both local and global mobility profiles are used to predict the next movements. In this case, the global profile is used if the prediction given by the local profile has a low accuracy.
The experiments have been performed for the three schemes using call arrival rate ranging from 0.01 up to 0.1 calls/second for each cell. The results of the CBP, CDP and BWU are shown in Figures 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. As we can see from these figures, the combination (PCAC-RR) gives the best results by enhancing the accuracy of prediction and hence minimizing the dropping and the blocking probabilities. Also, this is reflected effectively on the bandwidth utilization results because the reservation of the bandwidth is done with higher accuracy. This of course reduces the waste in reserved bandwidth and allows more bandwidth for the new and additional handoff calls. From all of these results, we can conclude that the proposed PCAC-RR technique has best performance using the combination of the local and global mobility profiles, and it will be used in next phases of the performance study.

Fig. 7.2 Call blocking probability results comparing between the mobility models
7.2.2. Performance of PCAC-RR Using Different Number of Day Time Intervals

The simulation was also conducted to study the performance of the proposed PCAC-RR technique using different number of day time intervals. The main idea is to
see if there is a need to divide the day into intervals, and what will be the suitable number of intervals.

Reducing the number of time intervals will minimize the memory required for the profiles and it will reduce the time required to build and maintain the profiles. But at the same time, this may decrease the quality of prediction and increase the unnecessary bandwidth reservation. For example, if the number of intervals is minimized to be only one interval (this means the whole day without any division), then the frequent path in the morning will be also considered as a frequent path in the evening even if the mobile user never visited this path at evening. This will result in an unnecessary resource reservation and the overall performance will be affected. Reducing the number of time intervals may in some special cases enhance the prediction. For example, if the path was visited frequently at morning and at evening, then, making the whole day as one interval is better than dividing the day into two intervals (morning and evening) because using one interval will maximize probability of the frequent path which enhance the prediction.

Also, increasing the number of time intervals in some cases may cause some problems. For example, if we have the extreme with every hour of the day as one interval (then we have 24 time intervals!), this will affect tremendously the probability of the paths and we may not find frequent paths in each of these intervals.

Form this discussion, we can say that it is important to select the “suitable” number of time intervals according to the characteristic of the mobile environment. This means that the time intervals may be different form region to region, or form country to country according to their social and work culture. Also, it is not only the
matter of how many time intervals exist, but it is also how they are distributed (from which time to which time). All of these issues should be taken into account into the design phase of the PCAC-RR technique.

To study the effect of the number of time intervals on the PCAC-RR, we conducted the simulation to perform six experiments using different number of time intervals ($N_T$) in each of these experiments (from one time interval up to six time intervals). The used intervals are as shown in Table 7.3.

The experiments have been performed for call arrival rate ranging from 0.01 up to 0.1 calls/second for each cell. The results of the CBP, CDP and BWU are shown in Figures 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7 respectively. As we can see from these figures, the PCAC-RR performance is changing with number of periods. The best performance was obtained using four time intervals ($N_T=4$). This means that dividing the day into four intervals (as shown in Table 6 at $N_T=4$) helped to find the frequent paths with the highest associated probabilities which improved the prediction process. This improvement helped to reserve the required amount of bandwidth according to the real need of the mobile user. That saves more bandwidth for other users, and gives better utilization of the limited resources. Therefore, in following experiments we use the PCAC-RR with $N_T=4$.

**Table 7.3** The time intervals $T_i$ used in the experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$N_T$</th>
<th>$T_1$</th>
<th>$T_2$</th>
<th>$T_3$</th>
<th>$T_4$</th>
<th>$T_5$</th>
<th>$T_6$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6am-9am</td>
<td>9am-12pm</td>
<td>12pm-5pm</td>
<td>5pm-6pm</td>
<td>6pm-12am</td>
<td>12am-6am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6am-10am</td>
<td>10am-2pm</td>
<td>2pm-6pm</td>
<td>6pm-12am</td>
<td>12am-6am</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6am-12pm</td>
<td>12pm-6pm</td>
<td>6pm-12am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6am-2pm</td>
<td>2pm-8pm</td>
<td></td>
<td>8pm-6am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6am-6pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 7.5 Study the effect of the number of time intervals ($N_T$) on the CDP for PCAC-RR technique

Fig. 7.6 Study the effect of the number of time intervals ($N_T$) on the CDP for PCAC-RR technique
7.2.3. Study of the Effect of Predicting the Handoff Time Using the Repeated Sequences

The simulation was also conducted to study the effect of using the repeated sequences on the performance of the proposed PCAC-RR technique. As discussed in chapter 3, repeated sequences were generated by using the time slot $\Delta t$ to transform the base station into a sequence of base stations ID for each recorded visit. For example, if the BS$_1$ was visited from 5:30 to 5:33 then using $\Delta t=1$ minute BS$_1$ is converted to the sequence { BS$_1$, BS$_1$, BS$_1$). We want in this section to answer the following question: “is it really necessary to use the repeated sequences proposed in PCAC-RR technique?” To answer this question, we conducted the simulation to perform four experiments on the PCAC-RR technique. In the first three experiments, we use the PCAC-RR with different values of $\Delta t$ (we used $\Delta t=1$ minute, $\Delta t=5$...
minutes, and \( \Delta t=10 \) minutes). In the fourth experiment, we did not use the time slot (we called this approach PCAC-RR without repeated sequences).

The results are shown in Fig. 7.8, 7.9, and 7.10. The diagrams show that using \( \Delta t=1 \) minute gives the best results. Using \( \Delta t=10 \) minutes gives the worst results (even compared to the results of the PCAC-RR without repeated sequences). This gives us an indication that using the suitable value of \( \Delta t \) is very critical for the PCAC-RR technique because this allows predicting correctly the handoff time. Using large value of \( \Delta t \) will not help in predicting correctly when the user leaves the current base station in a short time compared to \( \Delta t \). In such cases large value of \( \Delta t \) will force the PCAC-RR technique to produce wrong information about the handoff time, which affects tremendously the overall performance of the PCAC-RR technique. On the other hand, using smaller value of \( \Delta t \), will improve the prediction of the handoff time. This can be seen when we use \( \Delta t=1 \) minute and \( \Delta t=5 \) minutes. In these cases, the cells that have been visited for long time will be reflected in the frequent paths correctly and we will be able to make the resource reservation at the correct time.

In addition, the results indicate that without implicit time in these sequences (where we use PCAC-RR without repeated sequences), we were not able to predict when the user will leave the current base station, and this resulted in extra overhead on the limited bandwidth. In this case we may reserve the bandwidth very early resulting in more dropped and blocked calls. In addition BWU is also low for this case due to wasted BW reservations. From Fig. 7.8, 7.9, and 7.10, we can say that using repeated sequences is important to predict the handoff time which enhance the overall performance of PCAC-RR technique (especially with high call arrival rates).
Therefore, in subsequent experiments, we continue to use the repeated sequences with PCAC-RR technique.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 7.8** Study of the effect of using the repeated sequences on the CBP for PCAC-RR technique

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 7.9** Study of the effect of using the repeated sequences on the CDP for PCAC-RR technique.
7.2.4. Comparison between the PCAC-RR Technique and Other Techniques

The simulation was also conducted to compare performance of the proposed PCAC-RR scheme with PR-CAT4 and FR-CAT2 schemes that are described in [27, 68]. PR-CAT4 is a predictive scheme and it takes into account the movement to the next cell from the previous cell through the current cell. In FR-CAT2 scheme there is no prediction and a fixed portion of the total bandwidth is reserved for the handoff calls.

The experiments have been performed for the three techniques using call arrival rate ranging from 0.01 up to 0.1 calls/second for each cell. The combined mobility model of the PCAC-RR technique is used with four time intervals ($N_t=4$),
and using the repeated sequences (Δt=1 minutes). The results are shown in the figures from Fig. 7.11 up to Fig. 7.16.

Figure 7.11 and 7.12 show the resultant CBP for each technique and their comparison. The PCAC-RR algorithm has the lowest CBP for each call arrival rate. Figure 7.12 shows the percentage of improvement in the CBP for the PCAC-RR technique compared to the PR-CAT4 technique. We can see that there a noticeable enhancement in the performance of the PCAC-RR. This result is due to the fact that the improved prediction of the future movement(s) allows us to free more BW on the cells that are expected to be visited with low probabilities, and this BW is available for the new calls. Also, we can see that the proposed PCAC-RR technique has a better performance than the PR-CAT4 technique because the prediction is enhanced by using local and global profiles, and by using the time of request as an important factor.

Figures 7.13, 7.14, 7.15 and 7.16 show that the proposed PCAC-RR technique has the lowest CDP and the highest bandwidth utilization compared to the other techniques. This is because in the proposed algorithm, we predict a longer path (not only the next step as in PR-CAT4). This allows us to give advance notice of reservations for suitable amount of BW for the handoff calls in expected cells. We can see from Figures 7.12, 7.14 and 7.16 that we have a significant improvement on the CDP and the BWU (around 27%).
Fig. 7.11 Call blocking probability results comparing between different schemes

Fig. 7.12 Percentage of improvement in the CBP for PCAC-RR comparing to PR-CAT4
Fig. 7.13  Call dropping probability results comparing between different schemes

Fig. 7.14  Percentage of improvement in the CDP for PCAC-RR comparing to PR-CAT4
Fig. 7.15 Bandwidth utilization results comparing between different schemes

Fig. 7.16 Percentage of improvement in the CDP for PCAC-RR comparing to PR-CAT4
7.3. Experimental Results for MSP-CACRR

The simulation was conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed MSP-CACRR technique and compare its performance with other predictive techniques. We compare the performance of the MSP-CACRR with three other schemes: PCAC-RR scheme, PR-CAT4 scheme (described in [28]) and the FR-CAT2 scheme (described in [28] and [69]).

It has been demonstrated that the best number of time intervals that can be used for the users of the simulated mobile networks is four time periods [70, 71]. Therefore, in all of the following experiments, we will use these four time intervals of the day: T1: [6:00 am - 12:00 pm], T2: [12:00 pm - 6:00 pm], T3: [6:00 pm - 12:00 am], and T4: [12:00 pm - 6:00 am]. The updated simulation parameters are as shown in Table 7.4.

In the first set of experiments, we study the effect of different factors on the MSP-CACRR technique. In the next set of experiments, we compare its performance with the other techniques.

7.3.1. Study of the Effect of Using MobilePrefixSpan for Mining the Sequential Patterns

We conducted the simulation to compare between the performance of the PCAC-RR technique and the performance of the MSP-CACRR($d_1$) technique when we use only one dimension which is the is the time intervals of the day and ignore the second two dimensions. Using only the number of time interval will enable us to study the effect of using the MobilePrefixSpan as a sequence mining technique. This is because in the PCAC-RR technique we also used only the time intervals of the day.
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Table 7.4  Updated Simulation Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of cells</td>
<td>128 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of cells</td>
<td>Hexagonal cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of each cell</td>
<td>1 mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>4 intervals: T1: [6:00 am - 12:00 pm], T2: [12:00 pm - 6:00 pm], T3: [6:00 pm - 12:00 am], and T4: [12:00 pm - 6:00 am].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δt</td>
<td>1 minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min support</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call arrival rate</td>
<td>Poisson distribution with mean ( \lambda ) (varies from 0.01 to 0.1 calls/second)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call duration time</td>
<td>Exponentially distribution with mean ( \mu = 180 ) seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>60 mi/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel capacity of each cell</td>
<td>40 bandwidth units (BU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW required by a voice call</td>
<td>1 BU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW required by a text call</td>
<td>2 Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW required by a audio call</td>
<td>5 Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW required by a video call</td>
<td>10 Bus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulation results for the three performance measures (CBP, CDP, and BWU) are shown in Fig. 7.17, 7.18, and 7.19. We can see from these results that using the MobilePrefixSpan technique helped to enhance the overall performance especially the CDP measure as shown in Fig. 3. The main reason for this enhancement is that using MobilePrefixSpan with the MSP-CACRR(1) technique enables us to discover new subsequences that could not be discovered using the PCAC-RR [70, 71]. For example, if the minimum support is equal to 2 and each of the sequences \( < C_5 \ C_1 \ C_2 \ C_3 \ C_4 > \) and \( < C_1 \ C_2 \ C_3 \ C_5 \ C_6 > \) has a
frequency of 1. This means that both of them are not frequent. In the mobile data mining technique used in PCAC-RR, we were unable to discover any other subsequence from these two sequences. But when we use MobilePrefixSpan in MSP-CACRR(d1) technique, we discover that there is an important subsequence \(< C_1 \ C_2 \ C_3 >\) which is repeated in both sequences and it will be a frequent sequence (has at least support equal to 2). This means that in the PCAC-RR, we can miss some important patterns of the user behavior and in this case the prediction will not be done correctly while in MSP-CAC-RR(d1) we were able to find these missing patterns using MobilePrefixSpan. This has a significant influence on the handoff calls where we can accurately predict the frequent sequences and make the necessary BW reservations to complete the calls without interruptions.

Fig. 7.17 Call blocking probability results comparing between MSP-CACRR(d1) and PCACRR
Fig. 7.18 Call dropping probability results comparing between MSP-CACRR(d1) and PCACRR.

Fig. 7.19 Bandwidth utilization results comparing between MSP-CACRR(d1) and PCACRR.
7.3.2. Study the Effect of Using the Type of Service as One of the Dimensions

The simulation was also conducted to study the effect of using the type of service in the MSP-CACRR technique. In this case, we do not only use information about the time interval of the day (which has been proven to have better performance from the previous experiment), but we also use information about the type of the services as explained in chapter 5. We refer to the used technique as MSP-CACRR\((d_1,d_3)\) where we add the dimension \(d_3\) which refers to the type of used services. As we can see from the results shown in Fig. 7.20, 7.21, and 7.22. We can see that using the type service as an additional dimension will not enhance the performance, but it will make a clear negative effect on the performance as shown from the results. This can be explained by understanding the type of new information we can obtain from recording the type of the services and its relation to the user’s transition from one cell to another. Recording the type of the service in this case, will not be useful (but it may be misleading) since the transition from one cell to another will not be affected by type of the services. This is because all of the cells in the network can provide the all of the services from Class-I and Class-II. This means that the mobile user may use the same sequence of cells with both classes of the services. In other words, we may not be able to detect the correct frequent sequences (with the correct support) if we use the service type to differentiate between the sequences. We can here highlight the fact that the type of the service may be useful in other cases, where the transition from one cell to another (or from one connection point another connection point in the network) is affected by the type of the service. This is not the situation in our case where all of the cells can be used for all type of services. Therefore we will not consider the type of the service as an additional dimension.
Fig. 7.20 Call blocking probability results comparing between MSP-CACRR(d₁) and MSP-CACRR(d₁, d₃)

Fig. 7.21 Call dropping probability results comparing between MSP-CACRR(d₁) and MSP-CACRR(d₁, d₃)
7.3.3. Study of the Effect of Using the Type of the Day as One of the Dimensions

In order to study the effect of adding the type of the day (weekend or working day) as one of the dimensions, we conducted the simulation to study the performance of the MSP-CACRR technique using two dimensions: the time intervals of the day and the type of the day. We refer to this technique as MSP-CACRR(d₁, d₂). The overall performance results are shown in Fig. 7.23, 7.24, and 7.25. As we can see from these results, using the type of the day as one of the dimensions enhances significantly the performance of the MSP-CACRR technique. This proves the hypothesis that the behavior of most of the mobile users will not be the same during the weekend days. Most of the mobile users have different sequential patterns during the weekends and we are able to extract these patterns using the MSP-CACRR technique. If
we did not differentiate between the weekends and the working days, as in the MSP-CACRR(d₁), the prediction of the frequent sequences will not be accurate in most of the cases during the weekend days. This will not force the network to make reservation for BW in the wrong cells which increase the number of dropped calls. Moreover, the wrong reservation of BW in many cells will decrease the available BW and may calls will be rejected. In this case, the network will not be able to utilize the provided BW effectively. Hence, it is very important to add the type of the day (weekend or working day) as one of the dimensions. This dimension will be used also in the next phase of comparisons.

Fig. 7.23 Call blocking probability results comparing between MSP-CACRR(d₁) and MSP-CACRR(d₁, d₂)
Fig. 7.24 Call dropping probability results comparing between MSP-CACRR\(d_1\) and MSP-CACRR\((d_1, d_2)\)

Fig. 7.25 Bandwidth utilization results comparing between MSP-CACRR\(d_1\) and MSP-CACRR\((d_1, d_2)\)
7.3.4. Performance of MSP-CACRR Technique Compared to Other Techniques

The simulation was also conducted to compare the performance of the MSP-CACRR technique with PCAC-RR, PR-CAT4 and FR-CAT2. We used the two dimension version MSP-CACRR(d₁, d₂) which uses the time intervals and the type of the day as the basic dimensions. PCAC-RR is a predictive technique which utilizes the time interval and calculates the probabilities of finding the frequent full path. PR-CAT4 is a predictive scheme and it takes into account the movement to the next cell from the previous cell through the current cell. In FR-CAT2 scheme, there is no prediction and a fixed portion of the total bandwidth is reserved for the handoff calls. The results are shown in Fig. 7.26, 7.27, and 7.28. As we can see from these results, MSP-CACRR(d₁, d₂) has the overall best performance. From these figures, we can say that the predictive techniques have better performance in general compared to the non-predictive techniques. We focus here on the comparison between the MSP-CACRR(d₁, d₂) and PCAC-RR techniques since it has been shown before that PCAC-RR technique has a better performance compared to PR-CAT4 and FR-CAT2 techniques. We can see also that there is a significant enhancement in the performance of the MSP-CACRR(d₁, d₂) technique compared to the PCAC-RR. This is because of two main reasons. The first reason is that in the MSP-CACRR(d₁, d₂) technique we use a new dimension to differentiate between the behavior of the user during the weekend and during the working days, while we use only the time intervals in the PCAC-RR. This significantly has an effect on the performance. The second reason is that in the MSP-CACRR(d₁, d₂) technique we used more efficient sequence mining technique (which is the MobilePrefixSpan technique) to extract the
frequent sequences. This enables us to discover new frequent sequences that can not be discovered in the PCAC-RR.

To study the prediction quality of the MSP-CACRR(d₁, d₂) technique, we compared its performance with a Benchmark which will have the same CAC and RR technique with important assumption that the prediction is perfect. This means that for the Benchmark scheme, we know exactly what will be next path for each user and what will be the exact handoff time. The results of the Benchmark scheme are also shown in Fig. 7.26, 7.27, and 7.28. As we can see from these figures, the average performance of MSP-CACRR(d₁, d₂) is about 85.27% of the average performance of the Benchmark. This ratio was about 70.65% in the PCAC-RR technique. This significant enhancement reflects that the MSP-CACRR(d₁, d₂) has a high prediction quality. The main reason for that is using the MobilePrefixSpan technique and the new additional dimension of the type of the day.

Fig. 7.26 Call blocking probability results comparing between MSP-CACRR(d₁, d₂) and other techniques
Fig. 7.27  Call dropping probability results comparing between MSP-CACRR(d₁, d₂) and other techniques

Fig. 7.28  Bandwidth utilization results comparing between MSP-CACRR(d₁, d₂) and other techniques
### 7.4. Experimental Results for PCA-WHN

The simulation was conducted to evaluate the performance of the PCA-WHN technique and compare its performance with the Benchmark technique. Benchmark technique is based on the same CAC and RR technique and it assumes that the prediction is perfect. For the Benchmark scheme, we know exactly what will be the next path for every user, and what will be the exact handoff time. This will enable us to compare the performance of the proposed PCA-WHN with the best approach.

We have conducted mainly two types of experiments. In the first one we have compared the performance of the PCA-WHN with the upper bound (the Benchmark approach). In the second type of experiments, we analyze the effect of using the WLAN in addition to the Cellular network. Therefore, we compare CAC and RR results with WLAN and without WLAN.

#### 7.4.1. Study of the Performance of PCA-WHN Technique

In order to evaluate the performance of the PCA-WHN, we compared its performance with a Benchmark technique which will have the same CAC and RR technique with important assumption that the prediction is perfect. This means that for the Benchmark technique, we know exactly what will be next path of BS/AP (according to the type of the service) for each user and what will be the exact handoff time. The CAC algorithm for the Benchmark technique is shown in Appendix D. The results are shown in Fig. 7.29, 7.30, 7.31. Here we can see that the PCA-WHN have an average performance ratio 88.79% compared to the average performance of the benchmark technique. This means that using the PCA-WHN we can predict the
mobility of the users with high accuracy comparing to the Benchmark. This is because using the predictive techniques allows us not only to predict the location and the time of handoff, but it also allows us to reserve the resources in the correct BS/AP according to the type of the services. Also it enables us to use the available resources in an efficient way to provide the service for many users with different service requirements.

Fig. 7.29 Call blocking probability results comparing between PCA-WHN and benchmark technique
Fig. 7.30  Call blocking probability results comparing between PCA-WHN and benchmark technique

Fig. 7.31  Bandwidth utilization results comparing between PCA-WHN and benchmark technique
7.4.2. Study of the Impact of using WLAN

In order to study the effectiveness of WHN, we conducted the simulation to study the performance of the network using cellular networks only and then using the heterogeneous networks of cellular network and WLAN. In both cases, we used the same PCA-WHN technique. The overall performances are shown in Fig. 7.32, 7.33, and 7.34. This shows the impact of using the WLAN in conjunction with cellular networks. We also compared the performance of the PCA-WHN with the PCAC-RR technique that we have introduced in for cellular networks. This will show also the impact of using the MobilePrefixSpan in prediction.

Using the WHN provided a better performance. We can see that the enhancement increases with the increasing call arrival rate. The WHN will be able to support more users because of the new available resources provided by WLAN. Also, this will help to accept more new calls and reduce the call blocking probability (CBP). But we can see that we still have also good bandwidth utilization because the network is able to make the correct reservation and predict the correct locations using the PCA-WHN technique. Also, the handoff dropping probability in this case is decreased because of the new available resources and because the ability of the network to make a correct reservation based on the required services. We can see from these results that using the MobilePrefixSpan technique enhances the overall performance especially the CDP measure as shown in Fig. 7.33. The main reason for this enhancement is that using MobilePrefixSpan technique enables us to discover new subsequences that could not be discovered using the PCAC-RR.
Fig. 7.32 Call blocking probability results comparing between cellular and heterogeneous networks

Fig. 7.33 Call dropping probability results comparing between cellular and heterogeneous networks
Fig. 7.34 Bandwidth utilization results comparing between cellular and heterogeneous networks.
CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter we summarize the contribution of this research and we give directions for future research.

8.1. Research Contributions

In this dissertation, the problems of call admission control and resource reservation were addressed in detail for two different architectures of wireless mobile networks: 1) cellular networks and 2) wireless heterogeneous networks (WHN). We summarize the contributions of this dissertation in the following points:

- A new predictive CAC and resource reservation and technique (PCAC-RR) that can be used for cellular networks has been proposed. The PCAC-RR technique is based on the generation of mobility profiles. These mobility profiles are used by the PCAC-RR technique to predict the future path of the mobile user.

- The performance of the PCAC-RR technique was studied to see the effects of:
  
  i. Different types of mobility profiles
  
  ii. Different number of time intervals
  
  iii. The repeated sequences.

  The simulation results proved that using a combination of local and global mobility profiles has enhanced the results significantly. Using global profiles allowed
us to enhance the prediction in the case of low prediction accuracy for the local profiles. The frequent paths in both local and global levels are utilized to predict the next movements and the time at which the handoff will occur. Also, it has been proven that the number of time intervals affects the performance, and it has to be selected carefully according to the mobile environment to enhance the overall performance. In our study, we found that four time intervals is a suitable selection. We proved that using the repeated sequences was a very important factor to predict the handoff time.

- The proposed technique has the advantage of using the time as one of the important factors in extraction of the frequent paths and also in prediction of the handoff time. This enhanced the prediction accuracy and the utilization of the bandwidth.

- To compare PCAC-RR and other techniques, the simulation was also performed for the PCAC-RR technique as well as FR-CAT2 and FR-CAT4 techniques. The simulation results in terms of CBP, CDP and BWU showed that the proposed PRR-PCAC technique has a significantly better performance compared to the other two techniques (in average 27% of enhancement compared to the predictive PR-CAT4 technique and more that 50% compared to the FR-CAT2). Prediction of the next cells is an important factor in solving the problems of CAC and resource reservation, and they are related directly to the mobility of the users in the mobile communications.

- We have developed the MobilePrefixSpan technique to extract the frequent sequences effectively from the multidimensional collected records.
MobilePrefixSpan is a modified version of the well-known sequence mining technique Prefix-Span and its modified version for multidimensional sequences.

- We have proposed a second technique for CAC and RR in cellular networks called MSP-CACRR, which is based on multidimensional sequence mining. This technique uses our efficient sequential pattern mining technique, MobilePrefixSpan. Experimental results show that there are two main dimensions to be used in the next generation of cellular networks to enhance the CAC and RR performance. These two dimensions are the time intervals of the day and the type of the day (weekend or working day). It has been shown that there is no need to use the service type as one of the dimensions for this type of mobile networks (cellular networks). Also, the simulation results in terms of CBP, CDP and BWU show that there is a significant improvement in the overall performance of the MSP-CACRR compared to other predictive techniques. Comparing MSP-CACRR with a Benchmark technique (which has a perfect prediction), has shown that the quality of prediction in the MSP-CACRR technique using the MobilePrefixSpan enables us to reach 85.27 % of the average performance of the Benchmark technique.

- We have also proposed and evaluated a new CAC and RR technique (called PCA-WHN) that we have designed for wireless heterogeneous networks that integrates cellular networks and WLANs. PCA-WHN provides effective connection management and handover between heterogeneous systems and it takes into account the different characteristics of the cellular networks and the WLANs. PCA-WHN uses MobilePrefixSpan to generate the mobility patterns. These
patterns are generated after collecting the spatial, the temporal, and the usage information of the mobile users. This enables the network to predict the location of the mobile users in an accurate way and to enhance the resource reservation process. Experimental results show that there is a need to use the WLAN in addition to the cellular networks in the heterogeneous networks. This enables the network to accommodate more users and enhance the overall performance especially with increasing the loads on the network. Also experimental results showed that using PCA-WHN enabled us to reach 88.79 % of the average performance of the Benchmark technique, this is due to the enhanced prediction of the PCA-WHN.

8.2. Future Research Directions

The future work for researchers in this area includes enhancing the proposed techniques; and applying the mobility prediction approach to other problems in mobile networks.

To enhance the predictive CAC and RR techniques we can use the incremental updating to update the mobility profiles instead of using the direct updating after a period of time. This will enhance prediction accuracy and the overall performance of the CAC and RR techniques.

The mobility prediction approach can be applied to solve other problems in the mobile networks such as multicasting, broadcasting, and routing problems. This approach can be applied to solve these problems in different structures of mobile networks. Also, the proposed PCA-WHN technique can be applied to other structures of wireless heterogeneous networks where we have other different types of networks.
such as mobile Ad-hoc networks and cellular networks. Finally, these predictive techniques can be applied to wireless mesh networks.
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APPENDIX A

A.1 The algorithm of finding frequent paths for the local profile

Input: Current cell $C_n, T_i$
Output: $LP(T_i)$ /* Local Profile at time $T_i$ */

Local_Profile{

Local_Profile_Flag=0;
for (path$_n$ $\in$ Local_Paths ){
    if (P(path$_n$, $m_i$ $| T_i$) $\geq$ LTH$_1$){
        Local_Profile_Flag=1;
        Add path$_n$ to $LP(T_i)$ with associated probability $P_a(path_n)$=1;
    } else if (P(path$_n$, $m_i$ $| T_i$) $<$ LTH$_1$ AND P(path$_n$, $m_i$) $\geq$ LTH$_2$){
        Local_Profile_Flag=1;
        Add path$_n$ to $LP(T_i)$ with associated probability $P_a(path_n)$= P(path$_n$, $m_i$);
    } else
        Add path$_n$ to $LP(T_i)$ with associated probability $P_a(path_n)$= P(path$_n$, $m_i$);
}
if (Local_Profile_Flag = = 1)
    return $LP(T_i)$;
else
    call Global_Profile();
}

A.2 The algorithm of finding frequent paths for the global profiles

Input: Current cell $C_n, T_i$
Output: $GP(T_i)$ /* Global Profile at time $T_i$ */

Global_Profile{

for (path$_n$ $\in$ Global_Paths ){
    if (P(path$_n$, $T_i$) $\geq$ GTH$_1$){
        Add path$_n$ to the PGP($T_i$) with associated probability $P_g(path_n)$= 1;
    } else if ( P(path$_n$, $T_i$) $<$ GTH$_1$ AND $P(path_n)$ $\geq$ GTH$_2$ ){
        Add path$_n$ to GP($T_i$) with associated probability $P_g(path_n)$= P(path$_n$, $T_i$);
    } else
        Add path$_n$ to GP($T_i$) with associated probability $P_g(path_n)$= P(path$_n$, $T_i$);
}
return $GP(T_i)$;
APPENDIX B

B.1 Predictive resource reservation algorithm (RR) for PCAC-RR

Input: Current cell $C_j$, current user $U_j$, current time $T_j$, required bandwidth $B_{\text{actual}}$, used profile $\text{Profile}(T_j)$
Output: $B_c$, $B_a$ (reserved and available bandwidth)
RES {
for (path$_n$ ∈ $\text{Profile}(T_j)$) {
for ($C_k$ ∈ path$_n$) {
  /* for each cell in the path */
  $T_h = T_j + \Delta T_k$ /* predicted Handoff time */
  if ($C_k \not\in \text{ART}(U_j, T_h)$) {
    $B_{\text{req}} - B_{\text{actual}} (C_k, T_h) \times P_d(\text{path}_n)$
    if ($B_d(C_k, T_h) \geq B_{\text{req}}$) {
      /* check the availability at time $T_h$ */
      $B_d(C_k, T_h) = B_d(C_k, T_h) + B_{\text{req}}$
      $B_a(C_k, T_h) = B_a(C_k, T_h) - B_{\text{req}}$
      Add $C_k$ to $\text{ART}(U_j, T_h)$
    } else if ($B_d(C_k, T_h) + B_{\text{borrow}} \geq B_{\text{req}}$) {
      $B_d(C_k, T_h) = B_d(C_k, T_h) + B_{\text{req}}$
      $B_a(C_k, T_h) = B_a(C_k, T_h) + B_{\text{borrow}} - B_{\text{req}}$
      Add $C_k$ to $\text{ART}(U_j, T_h)$
    } else {
      $B_d(C_k, T_h) = B_d(C_k, T_h) + B_{\text{borrow}}$
      $B_a(C_k, T_h) = 0$
      Add $C_k$ to $\text{ART}(U_j, T_h)$
    }
  }
}
} }
B.2 Predictive CAC algorithm (PCAC) for PCAC-RR

Input: Current cell $C$, at which the call is admitted, current user $U_j$, current time of admission $T_j$, required bandwidth $B_{\text{actual}}$
Output: Accept or reject the call

PCAC{
    if(admitted_call == new_call){
        if(admitted_call ∈ ClassI calls) {
            if($B_d(C_j, T_j) \geq B_{\text{actual}} (C_j, T_j)$) {
                accept_flag = 1;
            }
            call RES and find the expected_next_cells in the frequent paths (Probability = 1) {
                for($C_k \in$ expected_next_cells){
                    if($B_d(C_k, T_j + \Delta T_k) < B_{\text{actual}} (C_j, T_j)$) {
                        accept_flag = 0
                        break
                    }
                    if(accept_flag = 1) {
                        accept the call
                        allocate $B_{\text{actual}} (C_j, T_j)$
                    } else {
                        block the call
                    }
                }
            } else {
                block the call
            }
        } else {
            /* ClassII calls */
            if($B_d(C_j, T_j) > 0$) {
                accept the call; allocate $B_{\text{accepted}}$
            } else {
                block the call
            }
        }
    } else {
        /* admitted_call=handoff_call*/
        if(admitted_call ∈ ClassI calls) {
            if($B_d(C_j, T_j) + B_d(C_i, T_j) \geq B_{\text{actual}} (C_i, T_j)$) {
                accept the call; allocate $B_{\text{actual}} (C_i, T_j)$
            } else {
                drop the call
            }
        } else {
            /* ClassII calls */
            if($B_d(C_j, T_j) + B_d(C_i, T_j) > 0$) {
                accept the call; allocate $B_{\text{accepted}}$
            } else {
                drop the call
            }
        }
    }
}
APPENDIX C

MobilePrefixSpan Algorithm

0. Prepare the multidimensional sequences and convert the problem to one-dimensional sequence mining.
1. Apply the first scan to find all of the single-item frequent sequences (prefix).
2. Find the projected dataset corresponding to the single-item frequent sequences.
3. We continue by finding out the single-item frequent sequences in each projected dataset.
4. Find the frequent sequences using this prefix:
   • If the items represent BSs, then consider the consecutive order.
   • Otherwise consider the order only.
5. Record the frequent sequences that have been found using this prefix.
6. Use each of these recorded frequent sequences as a prefix to find its projected dataset.
7. Repeat steps from 4 to 7 until we find all sequential patterns.
APPENDIX D

D1. Admission Control Algorithm for PCA-WHN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For New Calls:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Case 1:</strong> If the class of the requested service (ReqServ) is better to be supported by another type of RAN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Check the new RAN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. If there are resources available set the expected RAN AP/BS (in the MH) to be the new RAN AP/BS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. If there are no resources available, the expected RAN AP/BS will be the current RAN AP/BS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. According to ReqServ, the Expected RAN AP/BS, the period of time and the current day, predict the future locations (BSs/APs) based on the MH mobility models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. If no frequent path could be predicted using sequential patterns stored in the MH, then we have to access the sequential patterns stored in the BS/AP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. According to the predicted path, the load at each location, and the expected handoff time:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. If the call is from CLASS I, check the available resources in all of the locations (BS/AP) in the expected path.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. If the call is from CLASS II, check the available resources in next expected BS/AP (not all of the BS/AP on the path).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. If there are available resources in the expected location(s):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Start a vertical handoff automatically to Expected RAN AP/BS if it is not equal to the current RAN AP/BS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Accept the call and reserve the required resources in the future APs/BSs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Otherwise the call will be rejected.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case 2: If the class of the requested service (ReqServ) is better to be supported by the current RAN:

1. Check the current RAN availability:
   a. If there are enough resources, set the Expected RAN AP/BS to the current RAN AP/BS.
   b. If there are not enough resources, set the Expected RAN AP/BS to the other RAN AP/BS.
2. According to ReqServ, the Expected RAN AP/BS, the period of time and the current day, find the future locations (BSs/APs) based on the MH mobility models.
3. If no frequent path could be predicted using sequential patterns stored in the MH, then we have to access the sequential patterns stored in the BS/AP.
4. According to the expected path, the load at each location, the expected handoff time:
   a. If the call is from CLASS I, check the available resources in all of the locations (BS/AP) in the expected path.
   b. If the call is from CLASS II, check the available resources in next expected BS/AP (not all of the BS/AP on the path).
5. If there are available resources in the expected location(s):
   c. Start a vertical handoff automatically to Expected RAN AP/BS if it is not equal to the current RAN AP/BS.
   d. Accept the call and reserve the required resources in the future APs/BSs.
6. Otherwise the call will be rejected.

For Handoff Calls:

1. If the handoff call is from CLASS I we can check the resources in the current BS/AP by checking the available resources and the reserved resources for both classes \((R_a + R_{b2} + R_{n1})\) according to the time of service or the expected time of service.
2. If the handoff call is from CLASS II we can check the resources in the current BS/AP by checking the available resources and the reserved resources for CLASS II \((R_a + R_{b2})\).
3. If there are resources available:
   a. Accept the handoff call
   b. Allocate the required resources
   c. Update the current available resources
4. Otherwise drop the call.
D2. Benchmark technique for PCA-WHN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For New Calls:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. If it is better to support the required service by the current RAN, set the future locations (BSs/APs) to the (BSs/APs) in the current RAN that will cover his next movements (<em>prediction is perfect</em>) starting from the current (BSs/APs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. If it is better to support the required service by another RAN, set the future locations (BSs/APs) to the (BSs/APs) of the new RAN that will cover his actual locations in the future (<em>prediction is perfect</em>).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. According to the future locations, the load at each location, and the exact handoff time:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. If the call is from CLASS I, check the available resources in all of the locations (BS/AP) in the future path.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. If the call is from CLASS II, check the available resources in next BS/AP (not all of the BS/AP on the path).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. If there are available resources in the future location(s):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. If the new location will be in another RAN, start a vertical handoff automatically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Accept the call and reserve the required resources in the future APs/BSs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Otherwise the call will be rejected.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For Handoff Calls:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. If the handoff call is from CLASS I we can check the resources in the current BS/AP by checking the available resources and the reserved resources for both classes ( (R_a^t + R_{h_2} + R_{h_1}) ) according to the exact time of service (<em>prediction is perfect</em>).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. If the handoff call is from CLASS II we can check the resources in the current BS/AP by checking the available resources and the reserved resources for CLASS II ( (R_a^t + R_{h_2}) ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. If there are resources available:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Accept the handoff call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Allocate the required resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Update the current available resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Otherwise drop the call.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX E

E1. Bandwidth Reservation Algorithm for PC-FCAT4 [28]

```
bandwidth_reservation | 
Input : CA_available, CA,h
Output : CA,h, d
if(CA, available ≥ CA,h) |
   CA,h,n = CA,h;
   CA, d = CA, available − CA,h |
else if (CA, available + CA,h ≥ CA,h) |
   CA, h, n = CA, h;
   CA, d = CA, available + CA,h − CA,h |
else if (CA, available + CA,h + CA,borrow1 ≥ CA,h) |
   CA, h, n = CA, h;
   CA, d = CA, available + CA,borrow1 + CA,borrow2 − CA,h |
else |
   CA, h, n = CA, available + CA,borrow1 + CA,borrow2;
   CA, d = 0 |
|
```

E2. Call Admission Control Algorithm for PC-FCAT4 [28]

```
if (CA, d − bprev ≥ 0) |
   TEST = True;
   for (next2 ∈ PNC) |
      if (Cprev2, d − bprev < 0) |
         drop a new call;
         TEST = False;
         break;
   | |
   if (TEST = = True) |
      accept a new call;
   |
else |
   drop a new call;
```
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